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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to reveal the evolutionary and revolutionary aspects of
using computers to word- and tone-paint in choral-electroacoustic (CEA) works. An extended account is made of word- and tone-painting’s history in selected works from the
Renaissance through the Twentieth Century to establish their use as a choral music tradition, followed by an examination of three recent CEA works: Scott Wyatt’s A Time of
Being, Scott Miller’s Dies Sanctificatus, and Reginald Bain’s When I Consider the Heavens. In all instances, word- and tone-painting are identified and assigned meaning utilizing Irving Godt’s “Systematic Classification of Semantic Text Influences.” A chapter
outlining the challenges of programming CEA works is included, along with suggestions
for how conductors can meet those challenges. In addition to Godt’s “Classification,” a
brief history of the development of computers as a musical resource and information regarding Reginald Bain’s work appear in the appendices.
Among the results of this study are: a confirmation of word- and tone-painting as a
vital, continuing tradition in choral music; a clarification of the distinctions and overlap
between word-painting, tone-painting, and rhetoric; an affirmation of Irving Godt’s classification system’s usefulness; and an identification of the computer’s capabilities that
make the machine’s use evolutionary and revolutionary. The computer’s most revolutionary capability is its virtually limitless ability to create, shape, and manipulate sound. As
the examination of the three CEA works in this study illustrates, the computer’s revolutionary potential has only begun to be utilized, and the possibilities of creating compositionally mature CEA works only begun to be realized.
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CHAPTER I:
INTRODUCTION
Throughout history, choral composers have utilized word- and tone-painting to musically reflect and express the meaning of texts (See operational definitions for word- and
tone-painting on pages sixteen through nineteen.). As early choral music consisted of unaccompanied voices or, at most, voices with interchangeable instrumental parts, composers initially portrayed texts with elements of melody, rhythm, texture, harmony, and timbre. This was especially true during the Renaissance (1400-1600).
As instrumental parts acquired an independent role in works with choir, and as instrumental music came to the fore, composers utilized their expanded harmonic and timbral palette to develop a distinct but complementary technique called tone-painting.
Tone-painting’s development began in the Baroque (1600-1750) and reached maturity
during the Romantic period (1820-1910), by which time the orchestra had been enlarged
with new instruments and possibilities. The number and type of singers used in choral
works varied considerably over the centuries, as did the make-up and size of the instrumental ensembles; nonetheless, over the course of approximately five centuries, and
within the capabilities and limitations of these two musical forces, the techniques of
word- and tone-painting evolved.
The pairing of computers and choir in choral-electroacoustic (CEA) works in the latter decades of the twentieth century significantly expanded composers’ available sonic
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resources and compositional possibilities.1 Though natural instruments possessed enough
timbral variety to have occupied composers for centuries—and continue to do so—the
computer is capable of creating new sounds unavailable in the natural acoustic world.
Additionally, computers can be used to manipulate and control sound in a variety of ways
from the moments of attack, release, and beyond, providing options otherwise impossible.2 Continuing the painting analogy one step further, computers offer composers an
infinitely expanded sound palette with which to paint, and an entirely new type of brush
with which to employ sounds in music.
Seen in this light, the use of the computer to word- and tone-paint in CEA works can
be viewed as both evolutionary and revolutionary. It is evolutionary in that using a computer to word- and tone-paint is a natural development in this long tradition—the computer is merely a new instrument. It is also revolutionary, however, in that the device has
infinite potential to develop new sounds and approaches to composition. In this study, I
will demonstrate that the use of the computer to word- and tone-paint in CEA works is
both evolutionary and revolutionary in the history of choral music.
Justification for Study
Four reasons support a study of CEA works. First, composers’ past attempts to wordand tone-paint have resulted in some of their most original, powerful, and memorable
ideas. Word-painting is used to portray and express the meaning of words and ideas, and

1

Choral-Electroacoustic (CEA) works. This author-generated term refers to works created for choir and
electroacoustic means. For a detailed definition see page eighteen.
2
Computer musicians think of this as the attack-decay-sustain-release (ADSR) envelope. Robert Train
Adams, Electronic Music Composition for Beginners (Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown Communications,
1992), 8.
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tone-painting provides an overall emotional backdrop or mood for a work. A survey of
choral music from the last five centuries, for example, yields a collection of stock techniques composers have used to word- and tone-paint, similar to Cooke’s identification of
a “basic vocabulary” of pitch patterns comprising a “language of music.”3 Curiously,
Irving Godt’s systematic classification of various word- and tone-painting techniques—a
work heavily relied upon in this work—stands alone in the literature. A plausible explanation for this is that the possibilities for combining musical elements to word- and tonepaint, uniquely imagined by each composer, ensure limitless variation upon old techniques and a virtually endless supply of new ones.
Second, there is a dearth of scholarly literature regarding CEA works in general, and
specifically the computer’s use in word- or tone-painting.4 The significant role these techniques have played in many choral compositions in the Western art music tradition—
along with the computer’s potential to forge new sounds and techniques—makes such a
study valuable. Though a relatively small number of CEA works exist, this material merits attention and scholarly study.
Third, while the number of CEA works is a small percentage of those for an electroacoustic soundtrack and an ensemble or instrument, a study such as this offers insight into
the various roles the computer plays in this genre of works.5 As always, whenever one
instrument pairs with another, word- and tone-painting are only two of several roles the

3

Deryck Cooke, The Language of Music (London: Oxford University Press, 1959).
A search of relevant literature produced only one journal article about CEA works. James McCray,
“Daniel Pinkham’s Published Music for Chorus and Electronic Tape,” Choral Journal (March 1979), 1016.
5
The author’s search for CEA works revealed significantly more works for instruments and electroacoustic
means than for choir and electroacoustic means. This merits further study.
4
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second instrument can play. While this study focuses solely on these two contributions to
CEA works, this investigation will likely yield a greater under-standing of the computer’s
other roles.
Finally, this author hopes to encourage composers to continue, or to consider, writing
in this genre and encourage choral conductors to program CEA works. Reticence on the
part of composers and conductors in creating and performing these types of works is understandable. Many CEA works exist as a result of a special commission or request. After
a premiere, and possibly an additional performance or two, the work is seldom or never
heard again. Additionally, the prospect of working with technology can be intimidating
for conductors when programming such a work. Sound technology continues to become
increasingly accessible to composers and performers, however, and the best of these
works testify to the vast sound world still to explore in composing and programming this
music.
Operational Definitions
Several operational definitions are needed for reader clarification. The first is “wordpainting” (German: Wortmalerei). The New Grove Online Dictionary of Music and Musicians defines the term as “[t]he use of musical gesture(s) in a work with an actual or implied text to reflect, often pictorially, the literal or figurative meaning of a word or
phrase.”6 While this definition is essentially adequate, two modifications and one
clarification are required for it to comfortably embrace the broad twenty-first century
aesthetic of electroacoustic music. Inserting the words “or sonic” directly following “mu-

6

Tim Carter, “word-painting,” Grove Music Online: www.grovemusic.com (accessed 21 November 2007).
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sical” ensures the inclusion of sounds not immediately considered “musical.” Additionally, inserting the words “and techniques” after “gestures” ensures consideration of largeas well as small-scale techniques. The clarification is that the word or phrase—whose
meaning is the object of the word-painting—may be solely confined to the title.7 The expanded operative definition of word-painting for the present research is as follows: The
use of musical or sonic gestures and techniques in a work with an actual or implied text
to reflect, often pictorially, the literal or figurative meaning of a word or phrase.
The second term needing definition is “tone-painting” (German: Tonmalerei). Also
known as mood-painting, tone-painting, defined by scholar Tim Carter, is
. . . concerned with the musical representation of a work’s broader emotional or
other worlds, although the distinction is not always clear: a Bach aria or a
Schubert song, for example, can take a melodic or accompanimental motif generated by word-painting and base the entire musical material on it so as to express
the dominant affection or image of the text (grief, joy, stream, spinning wheel).8
Based on Carter’s definition of these two terms, it is clear that the distinction between
word-painting and tone-painting is semantic and teleological. Semantically, word-painting is a metaphorical painting of words, words being the symbol to which the musical
gesture refers. In contrast, the term tone-painting is a metaphorical painting with tone,
rather than painting a tone.
The two terms also differ in scope and intention. While Carter’s definition of wordpainting speaks of “musical gesture(s) in a work,” his description of tone-painting speaks

7

The result is the ability to consider works for choir and an electroacoustic part where the choir sings, for
example, neutral syllables. In some of these pieces, the word-painting that occurs refers to a word or
phrase in the work’s title. These works are akin to nineteenth-century programmatic pieces, where the title suggests a subject the instruments then attempt to somehow portray.
8
Tim Carter, “word-painting,” Grove Music Online: www.grovemusic.com (accessed 21 November 2007).
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more broadly of “musical representation.” 9 Similarly widened is the intention of tonepainting—that is, to “[represent] a work’s broader emotional or other worlds”; this is in
contrast to word-painting, where the intention is to “reflect . . . a word or phrase.”
Adopting and adapting Carter’s definitions, the operative definition of tone-painting in
this document is: The use of musical or sonic gestures and techniques to convey overall
emotions, ideas, or images associated with the text.
A third term requiring definition is “choral-electroacoustic works” (CEA works). This
author-created term describes and refers to compositions written essentially for two
forces: a choir and a sound-studio produced electroacoustic part. Used here, choral refers
to a group of singers of no fewer than twelve to sixteen persons, either mixed- or singlegender, and having at least three singers to a part.10 The term electroacoustic (as in the
compound adjective choral-electroacoustic) describes a part realized by computer in a
sound studio and transferred to a medium designed for broadcast over a speaker system.
This author’s focus is the use of the computer to word- and tone-paint in a manner that
has been realized prior to performance, therefore only works whose principal performance forces are electroacoustic soundtrack and choir will be considered.
The final term needing general clarification is “computer.” In this study, unless stated
otherwise, the term computer is an overarching one referring to digital processing machines utilizing solid-state integrated circuits that achieved a stability of form and function around the mid-1980s: the direct predecessors of today’s personal computers. I will

9

Ibid.
In the spirit of the medium, many works were written for uniquely configured vocal ensembles, including
one singer on a part, or even a soloist; they will not be considered here.

10
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include repertoire realized on such computers, encompassing works from approximately
the last twenty years (1985-2007).
Scope of Study
The scope of the present study has been determined largely by the nature of the material under investigation. CEA works from 1990 and later have been considered, since
prior to this date, the computer’s role in these types of works most often consisted of programming sequences of events that were then translated into sound, and synthesized
sound material that was then transferred to analog tape for manipulation and arrangement. Compared to the multifaceted, comprehensive role computers now play, the part
computers played before 1990 was limited. Only after individual computers became
capable of simultaneously creating, manipulating, and recording sound did they come to
have a predominant role in modern CEA works.
This limitation remains, in many ways, as regrettable as it is necessary. The only
listing in English of electroacoustic works with choir is Michele J. Edwards’s Literature
for Voices in Combination with Electronic and Tape Music: An Annotated Bibliography.11 In this volume, Edwards lists 400 works composed between 1932 and 1975, but
candidly admits her compilation as incomplete. Among those included in Edwards’s
volume are works by Daniel Pinkham and John Tavener, composers whose works would
obviously be important to consider, yet two issues necessitate their exclusion. The primary reason is that these pieces are certainly products of analog-tape-based techniques

11

Michele J. Edwards, Literature for Voices in Combination with Electronic and Tape Music: An Annotated Bibliography (Ann Arbor, MI: Music Library Association, 1977).
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and studios, and if a computer was used in their creation, it is unlikely to have played a
prominent role. The second, more unfortunate, reason is that the electroacoustic parts for
many of these pieces no longer exist. All early electroacoustic works were stored on
some type of magnetic tape, the available storage medium of the time. However, unless—
and even if—the master tapes were stored under optimal conditions, or transferred to a
digital medium when it became widely available in the 1980s, it is likely that the electroacoustic part of many works has deteriorated beyond usability.12
Methodology
My methodology is as follows. First, I will present an overview of word- and tonepainting techniques from the Renaissance to the present to establish their use as a continuing choral music tradition. The principal point of reference for identifying these techniques will be a systematic chart formulated by the late musicologist Irving Godt13 and
based upon Jan LaRue’s style analysis categories.14 Next, I will examine three recent
CEA works to identify the evolutionary and revolutionary aspects of composers using the
computer to word- and tone-paint. Finally, along with valuable information in the three
appendices, I will identify numerous challenges in programming CEA works and offer
conductors insights to help them meet those challenges.
Text- and tone-painting are old practices with a rich history, of such length and complexity that rendering a comprehensive account here is impossible. Yet, a survey of suffi-

12

The author’s attempts to obtain older works more often than not ended with “No Longer Available” and
“Permanently Out of Print.” One can only speculate how many of these responses were due to the fact
that the electroacoustic part no longer exists.
13
Irving Godt, “A Systematic Classification for Madrigalism,” Ars Lyrica 7 (1993), 75-81. (See Appendix
A, 193-96.)
14
Jan LaRue, Guidelines for Style Analysis (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1970).
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cient detail is necessary to establish their use as a tradition in choral music in order to
identify techniques utilized that will later be linked to their use in CEA works. While examples can be found prior to the Renaissance period, a phenomenon needing further research,15 it was chiefly during the Renaissance that word-painting reached an initial highpoint, and in the Baroque period, as instrumental music matured, that tone-painting
evolved. The present survey, therefore, will begin with a consideration of word- and tonepainting in the Renaissance period and then proceed forward.

15

“Opinion has generally held that the chanson was a formalistic art, tied to the dictates of the forms fixes,
and that not until the Josquin generation did composers begin to express the meaning of the text in a
manner that was easy for all to hear. This view has only recently begun to break down; scholars have
come to recognize that overt madrigalian word painting, which plays so large a role in the sixteenth century and which we cannot easily find in the chansons of Du Fay and his contemporaries, was not the only
means of expressing a text. Rather, we must try to approach the poetry in the manner of fifteenth-century
composers—to read the poem as they might have read it.” Atlas then buttresses his point with a brief but
insightful examination of Du Fay’s chanson, Helas mon dueil. Allan W. Atlas, Renaissance Music: Music in Western Europe, 1400-1600 (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 1998), 67-68.
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CHAPTER II:
RENAISSANCE: 1400-160016
Word-painting blossomed in Renaissance choral music, with two factors contributing
to this flowering: 1) the rise of polyphony and 2) the influence of Humanism. A new
sense of polyphony emerged during the period, resulting in works where the music’s
horizontal and vertical dimensions were shaped by an increasingly refined sense of
consonance, dissonance and harmony. Howard Mayer Brown succinctly notes:
If [Du Fay] formed the central musical language of the Renaissance, Josquin des
Prez and his contemporaries—the composers born in the 1440s, 1450s and
1460s—modified it in significant ways and created thereby an infinitely sensitive
means of communication—more flexible, more expressive, and more adaptable to
composers’ ideas than music had ever been before.17
So rich was this new musical style that composers spent the whole of the sixteenth
century exploring its expressive possibilities.
The second factor that contributed to the blossoming of word-painting was Humanism, a movement that began in literature and art in fifteenth-century Italy and that profoundly influenced most of Western Europe. Don Harran writes,
Humanism, broadly considered, denotes a return to forms and ideas of antiquity
and a concern for their reinterpretation. Beginning in Italy and spreading to
France, Germany, England and beyond, the movement left traces in literature, the
arts, politics, society and religion. Its roots lie in a new feeling for life and for
man, in a new appreciation of the human spirit. Artists, writers, and
philosophers became conscious of their individuality, endeavoring in their works
to define themselves and realize their potential for self-expression.18

16

The limitations associated with any type of broad historical periodization are acknowledged; at the same
time, their use is helpful. The dates used in this research are within the broadly-accepted parameters in
musical scholarship.
17
Howard Mayer Brown, Music in the Renaissance (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1976), 117.
18
Don Harran, Word-Tone Relations in Musical Thought from Antiquity to the Seventeenth Century
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It was in the Renaissance’s transformative atmosphere that composers exercised their liberation from previous musical conventions, expressed new appreciation of both the near
and distant past, and brought word-painting to an inspired level.
Examples of word-painting in prominent composers’ works exist throughout Western
civilization during the period. Those considered here—two Josquin motets from the latefifteenth and early-sixteenth centuries, a motet from mid-sixteenth-century Germany, and
a madrigal from late-sixteenth century Italy—attest to the technique’s ongoing use across
Western Europe.
Josquin des Prez
Josquin des Prez (c.1450/55 - 1521) was a French composer, probably born in or near
the parish of Saint Quentin around 1450/55. While a good portion of his life remains a
mystery dues to lost or destroyed historical records, various spellings of his name, and,
because of this, confusion with other musicians of the time, the current outline of
Josquin’s life has him working for René, Duke of Anjou in the late 1470s; for the
Milanese court in the mid- to late-1480s; for the papal chapel in the late-1480s through
the mid-1490s; in Italy and France from the late 1490s to 1503; in Farrara in 1503-04;
and, finally, in Condé-sur-l’Escaut from 1504 to his death in 1521.19 Josquin composed
masses, motets, and secular works and, despite continuing debate over the authenticity of
the numerous works attributed to him, has come to be acknowledged in the twentieth
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century as he appears to have been acknowledged in his own day: one of the most gifted
and central composers in Western music and, in particular, the Renaissance period.20
Josquin achieved a new intensity of textual expression in his motets. In De profundis
clamavi ad te, for example, Josquin draws attention to the words “De profundis” from
Psalm 129 by utilizing a descending head motive.21 Clearly visible in the score, the
descending points of imitation, with half- and whole-step motions predominating, arrive
at the bottom of the vocal range in measure thirteen before resolving to a minor-third diad
in measure seventeen. Referring to these measures, Claude Palisca writes, “Josquin
captured the spirit of the whole Psalm in the opening line.”22 According to Godt’s
classifications, the motet’s descending head motive incorporates directional and magnitudinal conventions (M), depicting a descent to death or despair (ex. 2.1).23
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EXAMPLE 2.1. Directional and magnitudinal conventions in De profundis clamavi ad te.24
(mm. 1-17)

Atlas points to another Josquin motet, Miserere mei, Deus, where the composer sets
Psalm 50’s opening supplication (Have mercy on me, God) in a chant-like manner using
the fifth and flatted-sixth scale (in this case, modal) degrees. Beginning in the second
tenor, the solemn intonation is imitated in the bass, soprano, and alto voices. Deryck
Cooke, in his classic study, The Language of Music, considers the fifth to flatted-sixth to
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fifth movement a “basic musical vocabulary term” and offers several examples of
composers utilizing it to express anguish.25 In Godt’s classification, the movement
between the fifth and flatted-sixth modal degrees depicts a small magnitudinal
convention (M), conveying the text’s connotation of humility, timidity, or weakness (ex.
2.2). Indeed, in the context of this Psalm, the chant-like melody occupies the overlapping
ground between an example of word-painting and an example of tone-painting, as the
mood of penitence is so clearly intended.
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EXAMPLE 2.2. Chant-like melody with imitation in Miserere mei, Deus.27 (mm. 1-13)
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Directional and magnitudinal conventions—these “reflect Josquin’s growing concern
for the relationship between words and music” and, indeed, Renaissance composers’ resolve to word-paint their texts, a resolve that persisted as the sixteenth century unfolded.28
Orlande de Lassus
Orlande de Lassus (1532-94), among the last generation of Netherlandish composers,
began his illustrious career as a choirboy. At the exceedingly young age of twenty-one he
became the chapelmaster of St. John Lateran in Rome. By age twenty-three he had
“formed for himself a fully mature and personal musical style,” and in 1556 settled in
Munich to serve at the court of Albert V (1528-1579), Duke of Bavaria, for the remainder
of his life.29 Revered for the quantity and quality of his music, Lassus proved a master at
word-painting. Brown writes,
If one characteristic feature should be emphasized more than any other, it is that
[Lassus] derived his inspiration chiefly from the words he set, allowing them to
generate most of the musical details in his works. More than any other great composer of the late sixteenth century . . . Lass[us] understood that the words were to
be master of the music.30
Lassus’s motet, Tristis est anima mea (My soul is sorrowful), contains numerous
word-painting examples. The first half of the work’s text is taken from the Gospel of
Matthew, and is a portion of the story of Jesus going to the Garden of Gethsemane to
pray with his disciples after the Last Supper and before his arrest and trial (fig. 2.1).
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FIGURE 2.1. The first portion of the text of Tristis est anima mea.31
Tristis est anima mea usque ad mortem
sustinete hic et vigilate mecum

My soul is sorrowful even unto death
stay here and watch with me

The second half of the text is not biblical, but part of the Responsory to the Second Lesson at Matins on Maundy Thursday (fig. 2.2).
FIGURE 2.2. The second portion of the text of Tristis est anima mea.32
Nunc videbitis turbam
Quae circumdabit me
Vos fugam capietis et ego
Vadam immolari pro vobis

now you shall see the mob
that will surround me
you shall take flight and I
shall go to be offered for you

Claude Palisca notes the composer’s meticulous word-painting. He points out the “descending-semitone motive, first heard in the bass on ‘Tristis’ (sad) dominates the first
nine measures.”33 According to Godt, this downward directional or chromatic convention
(M) potentially indicates sadness, despair, defeat, pain or lament (ex. 2.3).
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EXAMPLE 2.3. Half-step melodic motions in Tristis est anima mea.34 (mm. 1-12)
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He also notes Lassus’s use of a plagal cadence to resolve the phrase containing the
word “mortem” (death) in measure fourteen, a cadential convention (H) that lends a sense
of completion to the phrase35 (ex. 2.4).
EXAMPLE 2.4. Plagal cadence at the word “mortem.”36 (mm. 13-14)

Lassus sets the word “vigilate” to faster moving note values in the lower four voices,
thereby suggesting, in Palisca’s words, “wakefulness.”37 This effect could be deemed either a tempo or rhythmic denseness convention (R) in Godt’s classification system, hinting at a sense of vitality, even enthusiasm38 (ex. 2.5).
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EXAMPLE 2.5. “Vigilate” set to quicker note values.39 (mm. 19-28)

Palisca also points out the highly imaginative way Lassus illustrates the crowd’s and
disciples’ actions as the scene in the Garden of Gethsemane comes to its conclusion (ex.
2.6):
Lass[us] now resort[s] to madrigalistic word-painting for ‘circumdabit me’ (will
encircle me), illustrated by a circular melodic figure imitated in all the parts, and
for ‘vos fugam capietis’ (you will take flight), portrayed by a fugal stretto in
which the subject takes off eleven times (like the eleven disciples who ran away
when the twelfth, Judas, joined the angry crowd that beat and captured Jesus).40
39
40
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EXAMPLE 2.6. Lassus’s depiction of the crowds encircling Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane and the disciples fleeing the scene.41 (mm. 35-44)

This last example combines circulatio (M) and number symbolism (IA) conventions. The
circular melodic shape represents the crowd surrounding Jesus and the eleven fugal
statements (only five are shown in ex. 2.6) symbolize the eleven disciples fleeing in fear
of their lives.
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Luca Marenzio
Howard Mayer Brown considers Luca Marenzio (1553/4-1599)—along with Giaches
de Wert (c.1535-1596), Carlo Gesualdo (c.1561-1613), and Claudio Monteverdi (15671643)—under the heading “Virtuoso Madrigalists.”42 Marenzio, from Brescia in northern
Italy, spent most of his career in Rome. He is highly regarded for his secular madrigals,
for which he achieved acclaim in Italy and beyond.43 Summarizing Marenzio’s approach
to word-painting, Steven Ledbetter states,
He treated his chosen poems as a series of short phrases, each providing the material for a single musical idea, and wherever possible he translated verbal imagery
into musical symbolism.44
Allan Atlas offers an insightful look at Marenzio’s word-painting prowess in
Scaldava il sol (1582).45 Atlas provides the text, by Luigi Alamanni (1495-1556), and an
English word-for-word translation, with the words and phrases Marenzio word-painted in
italics (fig. 2.3).
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FIGURE 2.3. The text and English translation of Alamanni’s Scaldava il sol.46
Scaldava il sol di mezzo giorno l’arco
Burned the sun of mid- day the arch
Nel dorso del Leon suo alb ergo caro.
On the back of the Lion, its lodging dear.
Sotto’l boschetto piu di frondi carco
Under the bush more with leaves laden,
Dormia’l pastor con le sue greggi a paro.
Slept the shepherd with his flock
beside (him).
Giaceva
il villanel
de l’opra scarco
Stretched out, the peasant, from work freed,
Vie piu di posa che di spighe avaro.
Far more for rest than for food greedy.
Gl’augei, le fere, ogn’huom s’asconde e tace
The birds, the beasts, all men hide and keep still.
Sol la Cicala
non si sente in pace.
Only the cicada does not feel at peace.
Atlas then shows how Marenzio word-painted various words and phrases. In the chart
below, the measure numbers from Atlas’s chart are replaced by the musical conventions
(Godt’s classifications) Marenzio used (fig. 2.4).
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FIGURE 2.4. A portion of Atlas’s table showing texts Marenzio word-painted.47
Verse

English Text

Musical Description

1

“arch”

3

“more with
leaves”
“Slept the
shepherd”

The melodic contour forms
the curved outline of an
arch.
Quick, patter-like figure for
light, numerous leaves.
Sustained notes for repose.

4

“beside”
5

7

8

47

Godt
Classification
Melismatic convention (M)
Speed tempo
convention (R)
Slow durational
convention (R)

The homophonic texture has
the notes beside one another.
Sustained notes.

Composerdefined convention (IA)
Long durational
convention (R)

“peasant”

Lively, dance-like rhythm.

“hide”

With their downward leaps
of an octave, the voices
seemingly hide beneath one
another.

Short durational
convention (R)
Composerdefined convention (IA)

“Stretched
out”

“and keep
still”
“Only”

Voices drop out one by one.

“cicada”

Dotted rhythms and patter
of short notes imitate the insect’s chirping.

A double play on the word;
a lone voice sings it, and
when the other voices enter,
they do so on pitches that
can be solmized as sol.

Atlas, Renaissance Music: Music in Western Europe, 1400-1600, 637.

Number symbolism convention (IA)
Composerdefined convention (IA)

Onomatopoetic
Convention (S)
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The following four examples (ex. 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10) illustrate five of the word-painting
examples noted in figure 2.4.
EXAMPLE 2.7. Arch-shaped melodic contours.48 (mm. 5-11)
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EXAMPLE 2.8. “Giaceva” (stretched out) set to longer note values.49 (mm. 24-33)
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Atlas, Anthology of Renaissance Music, 415.
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EXAMPLE 2.9. Depiction of “etace” (keep still) and “sol” (only).50 (mm. 47-53)
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Atlas, Anthology of Renaissance Music, 416-17.
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EXAMPLE 2.10. Rhythms mimicking “Cicala.”51 (mm. 51-58)

Marenzio’s madrigal output is impressive, considering his early death in his midforties. More significant is the word-painting embedded in his works, the variety and inventiveness of which led Howard Mayer Brown to write that “It might even be ar-
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gued that Marenzio wrote the most refined and elegant madrigals of the entire century.”52
The word-painting in Scaldava il sol is cause for such praise.
The technique of word-painting in the Renaissance flourished as composers mastered
the new approach to polyphony forged by Josquin and his contemporaries, and as the
spirit of Humanism kindled their creativity. As illustrated in the provided examples and
figures, word-painting was a pervasive technique throughout the period, used to highlight
words and ideas of both profound theological import and ordinary human frivolity. As the
dawn of the Baroque approached, words had already become the master of the music.
This aesthetic in choral and vocal music would prove enduring.
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CHAPTER III:
BAROQUE: 1600-1750
When a fundamental musical style change is about to occur, there are always composers, events, ideas, techniques, and musical works that signal the approaching style
shift. Conversely, during the initial stages of a style change are instances of the old overlapping the new, a time when both styles are viable. Such a foreshadowing and coexistence of styles occurs in Monteverdi’s music, and the Artusi-Monteverdi discourse remains a critical indicator signaling the Renaissance-to-Baroque metamorphosis.
A cursory reading of the exchange that occurred between Giovanni Maria Artusi
(ca.1540-1613) and Claudio Monteverdi (1567-1643) during 1600-1608 might lead one
to conclude that their dispute merely concerned appropriate utilization of musical dissonance. Such an interpretation, however, would miss their quarrel’s fundamental nature—
a clash between Scholasticism and Humanism, the two opposing philosophies underpinning Renaissance life:
Historians have often conceived of this culture as a confrontation of conflicting
intellectual, spiritual, and social forces: classical versus Christian tradition, secular versus sacred realm, Aristotelianism versus Platonism, totalitarianism versus
republicanism, feudalism versus capitalism, logic versus rhetoric, and traditional
varieties of mystical thought versus emerging scientific rationalism.53
Scholasticism, the prevailing view in the universities of the late Middle Ages (12501400), was deeply rooted in the teaching of theology and philosophy. Gary Tomlinson
notes,
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It [Scholastic thought] was marked by two broad, related tendencies: a reliance on
authority and a faith in the absolute truth of knowledge gained through rigorous
deductive logic. . . . Many scholastic writers were confident that complete
knowledge was attainable by man and indeed had already been attained by a few
ancient and early Christian writers in their fields of expertise.54
The notion that complete knowledge was obtainable—and indeed, already achieved by a
select few—led to a “closed” view of reality. “But if reality was closed, systematically
ordered, and completely apprehensible . . . ,” Tomlinson contends,
then knowledge itself must be limited. Accepting the authority of the ancients
could ultimately entail rejecting the possibility of new ideas in the disciplines they
had mastered.55
Tomlinson judges Artusi’s complaints against Monteverdi’s music as moored in Scholastic philosophy, and that “. . . for Artusi, only reason and hallowed authority could legitimize action.”56 Thus, if theorists concluded that writing certain dissonances was not permissible, then composers were expected to compose in accordance with that rule, since
such rules were based upon the ancients’ truths.
Unlike Scholasticism, Humanism was a philosophy “native to Italian soil,” and “a response to imported scholastic trends that seem to have been nurtured by the circumstances of Italian urban life in the late Middle Ages.”57 Humanist philosophy
encouraged a pragmatic view of the uses and ends of knowledge. . . . It tended
therefore to espouse the active life over the seclusion of the vita contemplative. Its
expedient pragmatism contrasted sharply with the scholastic view of knowledge
as a logical, hierarchical structure rising to systematic understanding.58
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As a result, humanists placed limited value on scholastic thinkers’ theories. Instead,
They [humanists] recognized the validity of practical experience and accepted its
fragmentary and unsystematic nature. . . . Hence they were led to make reason dependent on sense and experience.59
Tomlinson posits that, in his controversy with Artusi, Monteverdi showed his humanist leanings. Monteverdi recognized the historical-change process and the notion that
past artistic expression was culturally conditioned and therefore not germane to contemporary Italian culture:
In the process it loosened the grip of these authorities on him [Monteverdi] and, in
his view, on his colleagues. The polemic manifested as well Monteverdi’s rejection of the scholastic placing of theory over practice. He sensed, as Guarini had,
that the two needed to develop together in a continuous process of reciprocal influence and cross-fertilization.60
Above all, Tomlinson believes, Monteverdi’s responses to Artusi illustrated his fervor to
unite music and poetry into a persuasive language:
It is this concern that most clearly marks Monteverdi as an heir to humanist ideals. It links him to the humanists’ high estimation of man’s will and their urge to
sway man’s passions. It associates his work with their pursuit of rhetorical eloquence, the key to those passions.61
These insights into the Artusi-Monteverdi controversy and its participants’ underlying
musical philosophies require an examination of the relationship between word- and tonepainting and rhetoric before evaluating Monteverdi’s and other Baroque composers’ use
of the techniques.
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The distinction between word- and tone-painting and rhetoric in the literature is frequently imprecise. The operational definition for word-painting within this document is
“The use of musical or sonic gestures and techniques in a work with an actual or implied
text to reflect, often pictorially, the literal or figurative meaning of a word or phrase”; the
operational definition for tone-painting is “The use of musical or sonic gestures and
techniques to convey overall emotions, ideas, or images associated with the text.” A
precise definition of rhetoric with respect to music is elusive, although The New Grove
states, “All rhetorically related musical concepts originated in the extensive literature on
oratory and rhetoric by ancient Greek and Roman writers, principally Aristotle, Cicero
and Quintilian.”62
Though there is substantial overlap between the techniques of word- and tonepainting and rhetoric, they can be distinguished in both scope and intent. In terms of
scope, the definitions of word- and tone-painting are relatively narrow, while that of
rhetoric is rooted in
a fivefold division of the art of verbal discourse into inventio (finding the argument), dispositio (ordering the argument), elocutio (style), memoria and pronuntiatio (delivery).63
Virtually any macro aspect of musical composition can be accounted for by rhetorical terminology, but word-painting is confined to the level of text or phrasing and tone-painting
confined to the overall mood of a piece.
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The second distinction is intent. The intentions of word- and tone-painting are, once
again, relatively slender compared to that of rhetoric—they are to reflect, often pictorially, the literal or figurative meaning of a word or phrase and to provide an overall emotional tone to the work. Rhetoric’s purpose, on the other hand, is “the aim of moving
(movere), delighting (delectare) and instructing (docere).”64 In the Baroque era, composers intended to move and delight the affects:
During the Baroque period the composer was obliged, like the orator, to arouse in
the listener idealized emotional states—sadness, hate, love, joy, anger, doubt and
so on—and every aspect of music composition reflected this affective purpose. . .
. The styles, forms and compositional techniques of Baroque music were therefore
always the result of this concept of the Affects.65
The intention, then, of composing music within a broader, rhetorical framework based
upon increasingly sophisticated classification and codification was different than composing music containing word- and tone-painting. This distinction can be, by analogy,
understood as the difference between primary and secondary discourse. Primary discourse is the language of direct address—“I” to “you”—and secondary discourse is the
language of talking about something—“they” about “her.”66 Rhetoric is like primary discourse, whereas word- and tone-painting are like secondary discourse.
Though the differences between word-painting and rhetoric may seem clear, when
they overlap, distinguishing between them can become confusing. Allan Atlas lists numerous word-painting instances in Renaissance works, while reserving discussions about
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rhetoric to the seventeenth century.67 Tim Carter goes so far as to consider word-painting
one “class of figures (Hypotyposis) in musical rhetoric.”68 John Walter Hill writes at
length on “The Rhetoric of the Arts” in the Baroque period, but the terms word- or tonepainting are absent from his index.69 In sum, the term word-painting has come to be
associated with Renaissance music, while the term rhetoric has come to be associated
with Baroque music. In this research, however, the terms word-painting and tone-painting
will be utilized within all historical periods for the following three reasons:
1. One of the significant differences between word- and tone-painting and rhetoric is that of intent, and sometimes a composer’s intent cannot be definitively
known.
2. Irving Godt’s “Systematic Classification of Semantic Text Influences,” the
principal source of terms used to identify and label instances of word- and
tone-painting by this author, describes techniques that could be considered examples of either word- and tone-painting or implementations of rhetoric.
3. The use of consistent terms throughout all periods will make easier the process of comparison between compositions from various times.
Beneath the surface of Artusi and Monteverdi’s dispute was a clash of the two prominent Renaissance philosophies, Scholasticism and Humanism, with Artusi arguing from a
Scholastic point of view and Monteverdi from a Humanistic one. Discussion continues as
to how these two viewpoints fared within Western civilization, but humanistic ideals
continued to undergird the application of rhetorical principles to music. The secunda
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prattica, with the aim of making the words the master of the music, was a fundamental
pillar of the Baroque style.
Claudio Monteverdi
Claudio Monteverdi (1567-1643) is considered by many to be “[t]he most important
musician in late 16th- and early 17th-century Italy,” and his historically central position
as the composer who best “sums up the late Renaissance (in a variety of aspects) while at
the same time summing up much of the early Baroque” remains well-established.70 His
nine books of madrigals—the first published in 1587 and the last, posthumously, in
1651—reveal his musical development from prima prattica to secundo prattica, and mirror music’s transition from the Renaissance to the Baroque style.
Hor ch’el ciel e la terra (Now that heaven and earth are silent), from his eighth book
of madrigals (Madrigali guerrieri e amorosi), was published in 1638. A setting of a sonnet by Francesco Petrarca (“Petrarch,” 1304–1374; fig. 3.1) for six voices (canto, quinto,
alto, tenore I, tenore II, basso) and instruments (two violins and basso continuo), the
prima parte of this work abounds with Baroque word-painting—or, in Hill’s terminology, rhetorical devices.
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FIGURE 3.1. Petrarch’s sonnet Hor ch’el ciel e la terra e’l vento tace.71
Hor ch’el ciel e la terra e’l vento tace
Now that heaven and earth and wind are silent
E le fere e gli augelli il sono affrena,
And the beasts and the birds are deep in sleep,
Notte il carro stellato in giromena
Night circles in her starry chariot,
E nel suo letto il mar senz’onda giace,
And the sea lies in its bed without waves,
Veglio, penso, ardo, piango, e chi mi sface
I wake, I think, I burn, I weep, and she who undoes me
Sempre m’innanzi, per la mia dolce pena:
Is always before me to my sweet pain.
Guerra e il mio stato d’ira e di duol pena
War is my condition, full of anger and pain,
E sol di lei pensando ho qualche pace.
And only in thinking of her do I have any peace.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the overlap between Hill’s rhetorical terms and Godt’s classification of madrigalisms, using examples from Monteverdi’s Petrarchen madrigal.
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FIGURE 3.2. Table illustrating overlap of rhetorical terms and madrigalisms (wordpainting).72
Measures
mm. 1-23

mm. 1729

English Translation
(Hill)
Description
Text: Now that the
heaven and earth and
wind are silent, and the
beasts and birds are
deep in sleep, night circles in her starry chariot,
and the sea lies in its
bed without waves.
6 + 5 phrase of A minor
chord, with the two parts
separated by a rest.
Text: [the sea] lies in its
bed without waves. I
wake, I think, I burn, I
weep.
Mm. 20-23 long, steady
note values to picture
“without waves”;
sudden change in m. 24
to shorter note values to
portray waking and
awareness.

mm. 5979

72

Text: War is my condition, war, war, war. War
is my condition, full of
anger and pain, and only
in thinking of her do I

Hill
Terminology

Godt
Terminology

“procatascene”
(“giving an
audience a
gradual
preparation and
buildup before
telling them
about
something
done”)

“Low altitude” (M)
“Regular
rhythm” (R)
“Silence” (S)
“Harmonic
Stasis” (H)

“antithesis”
(“conjoining
contrasting
ideas”)
“brachylogia”
(“brevity in
speech or
writing caused
by omission of
conjunctions
between
words”)
“auxesis”
(“words or
clauses placed
in climactic order”)
“epizeuxis”
(“emphatic
repetition of
word with no
others in

“abrupt
change” (H)
“tonal ambiguity” (H)
“disjunct motion” (M)
“repetition”
(R)
“contrast” (G)	
  

“pictorial
melisma” (M)
[the archshape of the
repetitions of

John Walter Hill, Baroque Music, 47-48 and John Walter Hill, Anthology of Baroque Music, 36-42.
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have any peace.

between” [in
this case, the
word “war”])

Continuous repetition of
“guerra” (war) in multiple voices, set to a
dotted eighth-sixteenth
note rhythm. (An example of Monteverdi’s
stile concitato.)

mm. 6267

“rhythmic
denseness”
(R)

Rhythm stabilizes to
half, quarter and eighth
notes for the text “and
only thinking of her do I
have any peace.”
Text: War is my condition, war, war, war

“durational
convention”
(R)
“thematic
association”
(IA)

The two violins, rhythmically and intervalically, mimic the sound
of battle trumpets

mm. 8496

“guerra” appears to represent the trajectory of a
projectile,
e.g., arrow or
bullet.

An instance of
instruments
being used to
word-paint
text in a vocal
work.

[War is my condition,]
full of anger and woe . .
. And only in thinking of
her do I have some
peace.
A sudden break—a rest
in m. 88—separates
“anger and woe” and the
final thought: “And only
in thinking . . .”

“aosiopesis”
(suddenly
stopping in
mid-thought)

“contrast” (G)
“durational
convention”
(R)
“silence” (S)
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Hill calls the madrigal’s first twelve measures “extraordinary,” and considers their
content distinct from word-painting:
It [the opening twelve measures] is not simply a matter of illustrating the poetic
image that comes in the fourth line of the text, “the sea lies waveless in its bed.”
The effect of this hushed, majestic, and mysterious opening is to underscore the
tension and anticipation of such a long introductory clause, to convert it into a
rhetorical figure.73
Certainly, Hill is correct in interpreting these measures as an example of the rhetorical
device, “procatascene,” given the strong degree of intentionality he assigns these measures within the whole piece, as well as the ease with which the term neatly labels their
content. Still, these measures’ content is also congruent with word- and tone-painting as
defined in this research. Godt’s classifications account for the low tessitura of the voices,
the repeating pitches, the minor mode, and the use of silence in measures two, seven,
nine, and twelve. Thus, this author considers these measures comprehensible from both a
rhetorical and word- and tone-painting viewpoint, and will, therefore, be considered here
an example of Baroque word- and tone-painting (ex. 3.1).
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Hill, Baroque Music, 47.
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EXAMPLE 3.1. “Procatascene” in Hor ch’el ciel.74 (mm. 1-26)

74

Claudio Monteverdi, Madrigali Guerrieri e Amorosi, Libro VIII (Venezia: 1638), in Madrigali Opera
completa, Vol. 8.1 (Balogna: Ut Orpheus Edizioni, 2000), 32.
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EXAMPLE 3.1. Continued
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In the second example (mm. 24-29), Hill identifies three rhetorical devices: “antithesis,” “brachylogia,” and “auxesis.”75 The “antithesis”—“conjoining contrasting ideas”—
is the instant change from the placid A major chord in measure twenty-three to the quick,
lively rhythms to which Monteverdi sets “I wake,” “I think,” “I burn,” and “I weep.”76
Hill identifies this iteration of text without utilizing conjunctions as another rhetorical
device, “brachylogia,” and Monteverdi adroitly exploits it in measures twenty-four
through forty-three. Beginning in the middle four voices in measure twenty-four, Hill
notes Monteverdi’s use of “auxesis”—“words or clauses placed in dramatic order”—to
build to a climax culminating in measure thirty-seven77 (ex. 3.2).

75

Hill, Baroque Music, 47-48.
Ibid., 47.
77
Ibid., 48.
76
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EXAMPLE 3.2. Examples of “antithesis,” “brachylogia,” and “auxesis.”78 (mm. 20-29)

antithesis = the joining together of contrasting ideas
brachylogia = staccato, two-syllable words

78

Monteverdi, Madrigali Opera completa, Vol. 8.1, 33-34.
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EXAMPLE 3.2. Continued

auxesis = words and chords placed in a rising, climactic manner
Monteverdi sets the word “Guerra” (war) to a dotted rhythm, using the rhetorical device “epizeuxis,” an “emphatic repetition of a word with no other words in between.”79
The “war motive”—an example of Monteverdi’s use of stile concitato—begins in the
bass voice in measure sixty-one and appears in every voice by measure eighty-two; interestingly, there is a foreshadowing of the motive delivered by the first tenors in measure
forty-two. Godt’s classification of a melismatic convention (M) neatly describes the

79

Hill, Baroque Music, 48.
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shape of the phrase—an arch similar to one made by a projectile such as an arrow, bullet,
or stone. With its rapid delivery, Godt’s term rhythmic denseness, carrying connotations
of conflict or confusion, also applies (R) (ex. 3.3).
EXAMPLE 3.3. Instances of “epizeuxis” in Hor ch’el ciel.80 (mm. 76-8)

Hill also notes the use of the violins in measures sixty-five through sixty-seven. Both
instruments mimic the sound of battle trumpets over the text “war is my condition.”81 He
considers these figures agitated imitations of trumpet calls, and the idea repeats and extends in measures seventy-eight through eighty-seven (ex. 3.4).

80
81

Monteverdi, Madrigali Opera completa, Vol. 8.1, 39.
Hill, Baroque Music, 48.
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While Hill does not attach a rhetorical term to them, in Godt’s classifications this is a
thematic association convention (IA).
EXAMPLE 3.4. Violins mimicking battle trumpets.82 (mm. 66-67)

The passionate expression of the words “pain” and “war” suddenly ends in measure
eighty-seven. Measure eighty-eight begins with a rest before the music continues in a
contrasting mood. According to Hill, this abrupt stop, created musically by the rest, is an
“aosiopesis,” a “stopping suddenly in midcourse, leaving a statement unfinished”83 (ex.
3.5). Whether one considers this a rhetorical device or a word-painting convention,
Monteverdi utilizes it to supreme effect (affect!).

82
83

Monteverdi, Madrigali Opera completa, Vol. 8.1, 38.
Hill, Baroque Music, 48.
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EXAMPLE 3.5. An example of “aosiopesis” in Hor ch’el ciel.84 (mm. 86-89)

Having considered the relationship between text and music in Hor ch’el ciel e la
terra, Monteverdi’s madrigal is, as Hill shows, a masterpiece in the implementation of
rhetorical devices. These same rhetorical devices—almost without exception—can also
be considered examples of word- and tone-painting, making Hor ch’el ciel e la terra also
a masterpiece of Baroque word- and tone-painting.

84

Monteverdi, Madrigali Opera completa, Vol. 8.1, 41.
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Heinrich Schütz
Heinrich Schütz (1585-1676) was the leading seventeenth-century German composer,
and among the first of international repute. During his two sojourns to Venice—in 1609
and 1629, respectively—he studied with Giovanni Gabrieli (1554/57-1612) and Claudio
Monteverdi, the finest Italian composers of their day. Following each period of study,
Schütz returned to his post in Dresden and composed Italian-inspired and -modeled
works that had an enduring impact upon German music:
Through the example of his compositions and through his teaching he played a
major part in establishing the traditions of high craftsmanship and intellectual
depth that marked the best of his nation’s music and musical thought for more
than 250 years after his death.85
In 1650, Schütz published Symphoniae Sacrae III, a compendium of twenty-one sacred concertos in German. Scored for three to six vocal parts, two instruments plus basso
continuo—and, in most cases, four to eight additional parts of complementary vocal or
instrumental voices—the collection reflects the composer’s desire to “complete the
publication of his life’s works in a systematic fashion.”86 Contained in this “almost overwhelming abundance of the most brilliant blossoms of [Schütz’s] God-given creative
power” are numerous instances of Baroque word-painting:87
[T]he [Symphoniae Sacrae III] allows the new art to develop all the means of attaining monumental structure whereby the circle returns to the polychoral Psalms
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Joshua Rifkin, et al., “Schütz, Heinrich,” Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online:
www.oxfordmusiconline.com (accessed 25 August 2008).
86
Werner Breig, “Preface,” found in Heinrich Schütz, Symphoniae Sacrae III (1650), ed. Werner Breig,
Vol. XVIII of Heinrich Schütz Neue Ausgabe Sämtlicher Werke (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1989), xi. Schütz
called them “symphonia sacra”; today these works are termed sacred concertos with obbligato
instruments.
87
Hans Joachim Moser, Heinrich Schütz: His Life and Work, trans. by Carl F. Pfatteicher (St. Louis:
Concordia Publishing House, 1959), 629.
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of David, although at a higher level. Even where the instrumental introductions of
these concerti and the interwoven, accompanying violin voices show independent
material, the latter is nonetheless word-engendered or at least permeated by the
representations of Biblical words.88
The following musical examples exemplify the variety and ingenuity of word-painting
found throughout the collection.
The first example is from the motet, “Der Herr ist mein Hirt, mir wird nichts
mangeln,” SWV 398 (The Lord is my Shepherd, I will want for nothing).89 Psalm 23
contains the text “Er weidet mich auf einer grünen Aue und führet mich zum frischen
Wasser” (He feeds me on a green pasture and leads me to fresh water), prompting Schütz
to musically portray “following” in measures twenty-seven and twenty-eight (ex. 3.6).

88
89

Moser, Heinrich Schütz: His Life and Work, 629. Italics added.
Ron Jeffers and Gordon Paine, Translations and Annotations of Choral Repertoire, Volume II: German
Texts (Corvallis, OR: earthsongs, 2000), 247.
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EXAMPLE 3.6. Schütz’s depiction of “following.”90 (mm. 27-28)

Schütz captures the motion of following by setting the tenor voice in canon with the
cantus and altus voices. In Godt’s classification system the canonic device is an imitative
texture convention (S).
In the collection’s fourth piece, “Mein Sohn, warum hast du uns das getan?”

SWV

401 (My son, why have you done this to us?), Schütz uses chromaticism (H) to portray
the anguish of Mary and Joseph’s search for their lost twelve-year-old son. The search
ends when they find him in the Temple, calmly having a theological conversation. Mary
and Joseph sing, “Siehe, dien Vater und ich haben dich mit Schmerzen gesucht!”
(Behold, your father/mother and I have been sick with grief and pain seeking you!) (ex.
3.7).

90

Heinrich Schütz, Symphoniae Sacrae III (1650), ed. Werner Breig, in Heinrich Schütz Neue Ausgabe
sämtlicher Werke, Band 18 (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1989), 8.
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EXAMPLE 3.7. Chromaticism depicts Mary and Joseph’s anguish.91 (mm. 59-69)

In the sixth motet, “Siehe, es erschien der Engel des Herren Joseph im Traum,” SWV
403 (Behold, an angel of the Lord appeared to Joseph in a dream), the words of the angel
commanding Joseph to flee with Mary and the infant Jesus to Egypt (und fleuch in
Ägyptenland) are set to a running, descending eighth-note motive, an example of a melismatic convention depicting motion (M) and a tempo convention showing speed (R) (ex.
3.8).

91

Schütz, Symphoniae Sacrae III, 77.
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EXAMPLE 3.8. Running eighth notes portray “fleeing.”92 (mm. 51-57)

A final example is the composer’s setting of Jesus’s formulaic phrase from parables
found in Matthew’s Gospel, “wer Ohren hat zu hören, der höre!” (He who has ears to
hear, let him hear!). It is found in the eleventh motet in the collection, “Es ging ein
Sämann aus, zu säen seinen Samen,” SWV 408 (A sower went forth to sow his seed). At
the work’s conclusion, Schütz has the tutti ensemble figuratively yell, “der höre!” (Let
him hear!), an appropriately placed dynamic convention (S) (ex. 3.9).

92

Heinrich Schütz, Symphoniae Sacrae III (1650), ed. Werner Breig, in Heinrich Schütz Neue Ausgabe
sämtlicher Werke, Band 19 (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1990), 9.
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EXAMPLE 3.9. Tutti forces create a loud dynamic convention on the text “der höre” (Let
him hear!).93 (mm. 199-205)

93

Heinrich Schütz, Symphoniae Sacrae III (1650), ed. Werner Breig, in Heinrich Schütz Neue Ausgabe
sämtlicher Werke, Band 20 (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1996), 12.
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Johann Sebastian Bach
The nineteenth-century Bach Revival, culminating in 1900 with the Bach
Gesellshaft’s publication of the first complete collection of the composer’s works, “made
it possible for Bach (1685-1750) to take his place in public esteem beside or above other
great composers,” and fueled continuing interest in the composer and his music into the
twentieth century.94 A second complete edition of Bach’s works, Die Neue BachAusgabe, undertaken by Bärenreiter in 1954, is indicative of the composer’s enduring
status in the Western Art Music tradition.95
The Magnificat in D Major (BWV 243), Bach’s only work in the genre and one of
only a handful in Latin, is a unique piece. Originally composed for Christmas Day
Vespers in the key of E-flat major, it was first performed in Leipzig in 1723. Between
1728 and 1731, Bach changed the key to D major, made numerous internal changes, and
eliminated the four interpolated choral motets that initially confined its use to
Christmas.96 Word- and tone-painting examples from Magnificat typify the inexhaustible
inventiveness of Bach’s use of the techniques throughout his oeuvre.
The text of Magnificat, one of the three New Testament canticles, is the Latin translation of Luke 1.46-55 plus the Lesser Doxology, also called the Gloria Patri (fig. 3.3).
Ron Jeffers notes that, “The Magnificat has been sung daily as the textual climax
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Nicholas Temperley and Peter Wollny, “Bach Revival,” Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online:
www.oxfordmusiconline.com (accessed 27 August 2008).
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See www.baerenreiter.com/html/completeedi/bach-ga.htm.
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Jonathon D. Green, A Conductor’s Guide to the Choral-Orchestral Works of J. S. Bach (Lanham,
Maryland: The Scarecrow Press, 2000), 497.
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of the office of Vespers” since the issuance of St. Benedict’s Rule in 525 C.E.97 Historical
research has shown that use of the Latin Magnificat was, in fact, a liturgical custom in
Leipzig during Bach’s tenure, two centuries after Martin Luther’s reform movement began in Germany.98
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Ron Jeffers, Translations and Annotations of Choral Repertoire, Vol. I: Sacred Latin Texts (Corvallis,
OR: earthsongs, 1988),156.
98
The accepted date for the beginning of the German Reformation is 1519.
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FIGURE 3.3. Magnificat and Lesser Doxology texts.99
Magnificat anima mea Dominum.
Et exultavit spiritus meus
in Deo salutari meo.
Quia respexit humilitatem
ancillae suae:
ecce enim ex hoc
beatam me dicent omnes generationes.
Quia fecit mihi magna
qui potens est:
et sanctum nomen eius.
Et misericordia eius in progenies
et progenies timentibus eum.
Fecit potentiam in brachio suo:
dispersit superbos
mente cordis sui.
Deposuit potentes de sede,
et exaltavit humiles.
Esurientes implevit bonis:
et divites dimisit inanes.
Suscepit Israel puerum suum,
recordatus misericordiae suae.
Sicut locutus est ad patres nostros,
Abraham et semini eius in saecula.

My soul magnifies the Lord
and my spirit has rejoiced
in God my savior.
For he has regarded the low estate
of his handmaiden:
for behold, henceforth all generations
shall call me blessed.
For he who is mighty
has done great things to me;
and holy is his name.
And his mercy is on them who fear
him from generation to generation.
He has shown the strength of his arm;
he has scattered the proud,
even the arrogant of heart.
He has deposed the mighty from their
seats,
and exalted the humble.
The hungry he has filled with good things,
and the rich he has sent empty away.
He has helped his servant Israel,
In remembrance of his mercy.
As it was spoken to our fathers,
to Abraham and his seed for ever.

Gloria Patri, et Filio, et Spiritui Sancto.

Glory be to the Father, and to the Son,
and to the Holy Spirit.
Sicut erat in principio, et nunc, et semper, As it was in the beginning, is now,
et in saecula saeculorum,
and ever shall be, world without end,
Amen.
Amen.
Bach distributes the Magnificat text across twelve movements, with a single verse of
text set in each movement. The only exception to this design is the third verse, Quia
respexit humilitatem ancillae suae: ecce enim ex hoc beatam me dicent omnes
generationes, where Bach sets the final words, “omnes generationes,” to a separate but
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Jeffers, Translations and Annotations of Choral Repertoire, Vol. I: Sacred Latin Texts, 154-55.
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connected musical movement. The following examples of word- and tone-painting follow
the text’s progression.
In the first half of movement three, “Quia respexit,” Mary sings of God’s regard for
her low estate, or commoner status. Bach portrays this lack of stature by setting
“humilitatem” four times, each to a descending motive; in this example Bach also alludes
to the descent of God’s divinity, God’s coming to Earth—a fundamental Lutheran theological understanding of the Christian narrative (ex. 3.10). In Godt’s terminology, this is
a downward directional convention (M). Helmut Rilling, an eminent Bach scholar and
conductor, has also called attention to the oboe’s descending motif, a motif he considers
Bach’s musical representation of God’s gazing down upon Mary with favor100 (ex. 3.10).
The second half of the oboe motive—which ascends rather than descends—can be taken
to symbolize God’s lifting up Mary from her lowliness by appointing her to carry Jesus,
the one who, according to the Christian New Testament, is God’s son.

100

Helmut Rilling, 2001 Oregon Bach Festival, attended by author.
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EXAMPLE 3.10. “Humilitatem” set to descending lines.101 (mm. 7-14)

The mood of this movement’s first twelve measures is one of humility. The sorrowful sound of the oboe, the descending minor passages, the plodding heaviness of the
continuo’s rhythms, the minor harmonies—all contribute to the sense of lowliness in the
first seventeen measures. Bach also imbues the music with a sense of simplicity by using
a minimal number of instruments (four or five at most, depending upon the cho-sen
continuo group), writing empty measures where the soprano is silent (measures one
through five, ten, and fifteen through seventeen), and shaping plaintive vocal lines that
convey a feeling of loss.
The mood, however, brightens to joy in measures eighteen through twenty-four when
Bach writes in major sonorities and increases the continuo’s rhythmic activity. He gives
Mary’s melody a markedly stronger—even at times upward—direction (beginning in
measure twenty-one, with “ecce” [behold]), and highlights the word “beatam” (blessed)
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Johann Sebastian Bach, Magnificat in D-Dur BWV 243, in Neue Ausgabe Sämtlicher Werke. Serie II:
Messen, Passionen und oratorische Werke, Band 3, ed. by Alfred Dürr (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1955), 88.
(BA 5003)
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in measures twenty-two through twenty-four by repetition and rhythmic augmentation
(ex. 3.11). Overall, Bach does not word- and tone-paint with bright colors, but rather uses
blues and purples, colors associated in the Church’s liturgical year with the waiting of
Advent and the suffering of Lent. With the brilliant resurrection colors of white and gold,
these darker hues are the primary colors representing Bach’s—and Luther’s—theology: a
“theology of the cross.”102
EXAMPLE 3.11. “Ecce” set to an ascending line while the continuo shows increased activity; “beatam” set repeatedly in rhythmic augmentation.103 (mm. 15-24)

Bach uses a textural convention (S) in setting the third verse’s final words, “omnes
generationes” (all generations). After twenty measures of a fast, five-part fugal texture,
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Bach concludes the movement “Omnes generationes” with a piling up of voices to portray the passing of the generations, culminating in a DMm7 with flatted-ninth chord
before resolving the harmonic tension to G Major (ex. 3.12). With this convention Bach
musically portrays generation upon generation calling Mary blessed, recalling how God
blessed the world through her, his lowly handmaiden.
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EXAMPLE 3.12. “Omnes generationes” portrayed by building up of voices and tutti final
statement.104 (mm. 21-27)

104

Bach, Magnificat, 94-95.
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EXAMPLE 3.12. Continued

76
Two examples of word-painting in the final movement, “Gloria Patri,” merit attention. First, in the movement’s opening nineteen measures, Bach depicts the Christian
Trinity’s diversity and unity. To emphasize the Trinity’s diversity, he presents the Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit in distinct key centers; in measures one through six, he sets “Gloria
Patri” (Glory to the Father) in A major; in measures seven through eleven, he sets “gloria
Filio” (glory to the Son) in E major; and in measures twelve through nineteen, he sets
“gloria et Spiritui sancto” (and glory to the Holy Spirit) in B minor. In Godt’s classification, this is a key contrast convention (H), signifying difference or distance.
Simultaneously, Bach depicts the Trinity’s unity by beginning and ending the section
with A major sonorities, and utilizing triplet figures throughout the section as a number
symbol for the Trinity (IA) (ex. 3.13, mm. 1-19).
A closer examination of these measures reveals how Bach imagines the uniqueness of
the Trinity’s three persons. While he primarily utilizes textural conventions (S) to do so,
Bach includes other conventions as well in his three Trinitarian portraits. In measures one
through six Bach sets the “Gloria Patri” to an imitative texture, beginning in the bass
voice and ascending through the other voices at two-beat intervals. The type of texture
convention Bach uses has an upward directional motion (S), conveying the idea of praises
to God the Father as being cast heavenward, where, spatially, the first person of the
Trinity is believed to dwell (ex. 3.13, mm. 1-6).
Bach sets “gloria Filio” to a strikingly different texture in measures seven through
eleven. While still imitative, here the points of imitation occur in a manner that has each
voice intertwining with or overlapping the voices already sounding. The motif is sung
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first by soprano I, then, two beats later, imitated by the alto a fifth below; two beats later,
soprano II begins the motif an augmented fourth higher than the alto starting pitch, and is
imitated two beats later by the tenor an octave below; finally, the bass begins the motif on
the lowest starting pitch, yet rises to end a major third higher than the tenor. With this
intertwined and overlapping texture, Bach portrays the dual natures of Christ—the idea
that Christ was both fully God and fully human—the most theo-logically significant trait
attributed to the Trinity’s second person. In Godt’s clas-sification system, this would be a
composer-defined meaning convention (IA) (ex. 3.13, mm. 7-11).
Bach depicts the uniqueness of the Trinity’s third person, the Holy Spirit, in setting
“gloria et Spiritui Sancto.” As in the previous two instances, Bach uses a distinct texture.
The texture is similar to the directional motion convention of the “Gloria Patri,” only this
time instead of ascending, the voices enter in descending order (S). With this texture,
Bach portrays the idea of the Holy Spirit as descending to Earth from heaven. Moreover,
Bach utilizes a rhythmic denseness convention (R)—the compression of the time interval
between the motif’s entrances—to bestow characteristics of animation and vitality to the
Trinity’s third person (ex. 3.13, mm. 12-19).
A second example of word-painting in this movement provides a surprising end to
Magnificat. Beginning in measure twenty, Bach repeats the opening music of the first
movement in setting the text “Sicut erat in principio et nunc” (As it was in the beginning,
is now). Thus, Bach musically portrays “the beginning” through his repetition of prior
musical material from the opening movement of BWV 243 (ex. 13.3, mm. 20-22). In
Godt’s classifications this is a composer-defined convention (IA). One can imagine the
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parishioners in Leipzig, listening astutely to this work sometime around 1728-1731 and
marveling at their Kappelmeister’s theological play on words.
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EXAMPLE 3.13. Bach’s depiction of the diversity and unity of the Christian Trinity, and
the return of music from movement one.105 (mm. 1-22)
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Bach, Magnificat, 117-120.
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EXAMPLE 3.13. Continued
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EXAMPLE 3.13. Continued
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EXAMPLE 3.13. Continued
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Though the Baroque gave rise to great musical changes—among them, the shift from
polyphony to monody; new norms on dissonance and consonance; the develop-ment of
new, longer, multi-movement forms; and the shift from modality to tonality—composers
continued expressing texts with their music. An old term, rhetoric, based upon ancient
principals of delivering oratory, provided inspiration and a framework for their efforts,
although, as shown above, rhetorical devices frequently overlapped with word- or tonepainting techniques. A good measure of Monteverdi, Schütz, and Bach’s genius lies in
the musical ingenuity they demonstrated portraying words and ideas in their music.
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CHAPTER IV:
CLASSICAL: 1750-1820
Numerous developments in European society and in the music world inaugurated the
Classical style. Milo Wold notes four as particularly significant: 1) the Enlightenment, 2)
the shift of the musical world’s center to Germany and Austria, 3) the establishment of
concert halls and publishing houses, and 4) a decline in the Church’s patronage of musicians.106 In addressing the period’s overarching philosophy, the Enlightenment, he identifies
a shift from traditional Christian theology to a morality based on social equality,
and a shift from absolutes in governmental authority to greater independence and
freedom of thought and behavior.107
In particular, Enlightenment philosophy changed the nature of artistic patronage with respect to the Church and aristocracy.
The second development was the shift of the music world’s center from England,
France, and Italy to Germany and Austria, where
a long tradition of instrumental music, an abundance of talent, a natural love of
music among all classes, and great artistic ambition combined with great wealth—
together these made the perfect conditions for an enthusiastic patronage.108
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The third development was that concert halls and opera houses became “established
institutions,” accessible to the growing middle class, and “publishing houses became well
established,” encouraging the creation and dissemination of music.109
Finally, Wold notes the decline specifically in the Church’s patronage of musicians.110 The religious passions that fueled the Protestant Reformation and Catholic
Counter-Reformation—later igniting the Thirty Year’s War (1613-1643) that devastated
German lands—had cooled, as had people’s needs to exclusively look to religious dogma
for truth.
Paralleling societal changes, music changed significantly during the eighteenth
century. Formally, music became more organized around principles of symmetry and
balance at all compositional levels. Melodies became more lyrical, the focus of attention
within the relatively basic harmonic web that spawned and supported them. Rhythmic
patterns became simpler in comparison to the Baroque style, and several patterns took on
a formulaic character. Harmonically, the system of major-minor tonality stabilized,
primary chords dominated, and utilization of the basso continuo faded. Homophony
replaced polyphony as the prevalent texture, though polyphony returned in Mozart,
Haydn and Beethoven’s later works as they came to know Bach and earlier composers’
music. The invention of new instruments, as well as technological advancements to
existing ones, contributed to the creation of the Classic-Romantic orchestra and its
modern sound. Combined, these social and musical developments led to the new interna-
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tional style, Classicism, supremely reflected in the music of Mozart, Haydn, and
Beethoven.
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791) has been called “the most universal composer in the history of Western music.”111 His compositional output includes works from
every genre of his time, and—with those of Haydn and Beethoven—epitomizes Viennese
Classicism. Mozart continued to draw from and add to the word- and tone-painting tradition in his works for voice and the stage.
Mozart’s C-Minor Mass K. 417a (1782-83) contains numerous word-painting examples. In measures fourteen through sixteen of the Gloria, Mozart sets the Latin word
“excelsis” (highest) to an ascending melodic line, combining altitudinal and directional
conventions (M) to portray joy, triumph, and height (ex. 4.1). A contrasting example
within the same movement is found in measures twenty-two through twenty-six. Mozart
sets the text “Et in terra pax hominibus” (and on Earth peace to men) to a descending
melody composed of longer, more tranquil rhythmic values; a grace note added to the
line, and a dynamic marking of piano, contribute to the placid picture Mozart paints (ex.
4.2). As with the word “excelsis,” Mozart combines altitudinal and directional conventions (M) to convey the movement of divine peace from Heaven above to Earth below.
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Cliff Eisen, et al., “Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus,” Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online:
www.oxfordmusiconline.com (accessed 9 September 2008).
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EXAMPLE 4.1. Mozart’s portrayal of “excelsis.”112 (Gloria, mm. 13-16)
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W. A. Mozart, Missa C-Moll K. 417a (KV 427) in Neue Ausgabe sämtlicher Werke, Geistliche
Gesangswerke, Messen und Requiem, Messen Band 5 (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1983), Gloria, 24.
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EXAMPLE 4.2. Mozart’s depiction of “et in terra pax.”113 (Gloria, mm. 21-27)
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Mozart, C-Minor Mass, 26.
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Mozart displays a number symbolism convention (IA) in the movement, “Domine,”
set for two soprano soloists, two violins, viola, and basso continuo. Following a thirteenmeasure instrumental introduction, soprano I sings “Domine Deus, Rex caelestis, Deus
Pater, omnipotens” (Lord God, Heavenly King, God the Father almighty). As she concludes her statement, soprano II begins the next portion of text, “Domine Fili unigenite
Jesu Christe. Domine Deus, Agnus Dei, Filius Patris” (Lord Jesus Christ, the only begotten Son. Lord God, Lamb of God, Son of the Father). In measure forty-three, and continuing through the end of the movement, Mozart sets these two statements in canon,
symbolizing the unity of Father and Son in orthodox Christian theology (ex. 4.3).
EXAMPLE 4.3. Number symbolism in “Domine.”114 (mm. 43-51)

In Credo, Mozart sets the word “descendit” (descended), from descendit de caelis
(descended from heaven), to a descending motif in five-part counterpoint (ex. 4.4). The
descending idea begins in measure ninety-seven and continues to the end of the movement, illustrating another use of the altitudinal-directional convention combination (M).
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Mozart, C-Minor Mass, “Domine,” 46.
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EXAMPLE 4.4. “Descendit” set to a descending line.115 (Credo, mm. 104-110)
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Mozart, C-Minor Mass, Credo, 120.
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In the final measures of the C-Minor Mass, Mozart uses a durational convention (R)
in setting the word “Hosanna” and “in excelsis” to quickly moving sixteenth-notes. This
imbues the word the Jerusalemites used to jubilantly welcome Jesus and his disciples into
the city for Passover with a sense of exuberance and levity (ex. 4.5).
EXAMPLE 4.5. Quickly moving notes illustrate “Hosanna” and “in excelsis.”116 (mm. 4956)

116

Mozart, C-Minor Mass, Sanctus, 145-46.
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Mozart also incorporated tone-painting in his music. In addressing the comprehensive
shift from the Baroque to the Classic style, Carolyn Gianturco describes the changing
manner of musical expression in eighteenth-century Europe:
[A] refusal of the baroque was beginning to be evident: the too-surprising and the
overly-studied was no longer universally desired. Sentiment, yes, but a refined,
more elegant, less anguished sentiment was preferred. The intent was that it
should be more real and more “natural.”117
The Baroque ideal was that a “ . . . section of a piece be based on a single and definite
motive . . . ” and ought to move an audience’s passions and affections. In contrast,
Classical-style composers believed that not only a single motive, but the whole of the
music was capable of expressing sentiment,
and that various sentiments could be presented in the course of a musical section.
All was to be written in a clear style and in an easily understood context. As a result . . . the orchestra became a many-voiced ensemble, it too recognized as capable of expressing sentiment.118
Mozart’s two earliest teachers—his father, Leopold, who, in his Gründliche Violinschule
(1756), stated that, “When practicing one must take pains to find and express correctly
the affect which the composer wanted to have brought out”; and C. P. E. Bach, who
wrote in his Versuch über die wahre Art das Clavier zu spielen (1753-62), “One must
play from the soul, not like a ‘trained bird’”—would have taught him that expressing a
musical work’s emotion or sentiment was paramount.119
In his early stage works, Mozart composed highly imaginative music that expressed
the sentiments contained in his librettos. Sometime in 1773/74, Mozart wrote a piece of
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incidental music—K. 336a (1773-79), his sole composition of this type—to Tobias
Philipp von Gebler’s (1726-1786) play, Thamos, König in Ägypten.120 Mozart’s task
when composing this incidental music, to be performed between the play’s various acts,
was to capture the sentiments in the dramatic action:
In order to study Wolfgang’s score, one must know the particular situations, the
scenes, and the people he tried to describe. As he took a dramatic idea from every
act and used it as the basis for his composing, the instrumental music that follows
each act of the spoken drama therefore contains a ‘programme.’121
Based upon her analysis of Mozart’s Thamos music, Gianturco posits the work reveals
much about the composer’s belief that music could contribute to, portray, and intensify
the mood of the dramatic action—that is, to tone-paint. While acknowledging the impossibility of knowing precisely the young composer’s thoughts on the subject, Gianturco
is persuaded Mozart “believed fervently in the descriptive powers of instrumental music,”
and that
the study of Thamos is valuable for an understanding of Wolfgang’s theory and
philosophy of music in a way which an analysis of a true opera cannot be; it also
offers us an example of pre-Romantic orchestral programme music.122
One example of word-painting in Thamos is No. 2, the incidental music written to be
performed between Act I and Act II of von Gebler’s play. The final words of Act I are
spoken by Mirza, who, expressing her determination to carry out a plot to have Pheron
wrongly enthroned as king, says to Pheron: “Mirza ist ein Weib und zittert nicht. Du, ein
Mann: herrsche oder stirb!” (Mirza, a woman, does not tremble. You are a man; conquer
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or die!).123 Gianturco posits the music Mozart composed expresses Mirza’s resolve. “The
three chords, scored for oboes, bassoons, horns, trumpets, strings, and timpani, apparently
serve (for the uninitiated [i.e., those unfamiliar with Masonic symbolism]) to depict the
force of Mirza’s ‘determination,’ while the Allegro section illustrates the violent emotion
caused by her energetic resolution”124 (ex. 4.6).
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Gianturco, Mozart’s Early Operas, 190.
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EXAMPLE 4.6. Mozart’s tone-painting Mizra’s determination and violent emotions.125
(No. 2, mm. 1-20)
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Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Chöre un Zwischenaktmusiken zu Thamos, König in Ägypten K. 345 in
Neue Ausgabe sämtlicher Werke, Serie II: Bühnenwerke, Band 1 (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1956), 42-43.
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EXAMPLE 4.6. Continued
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Gianturco identifies the incidental music intended to be played between Act II and
Act III as a second example of tone-painting in Thamos. She notes the comment in the
score following the second act—reported by the editor as having been written by Leopold
Mozart—that says, “Thamos guter Charakter zeigt sich am Ende des zweiten Aufzugs.
Der dritte Aufzug fängt sich mit Thamos und dem Verräter Pheron an”126 (The noble
nature of Thamos is shown at the end of the second act; the third act opens with Thamos
and the traitor Pheron.127). She also points to Leopold’s notes in the score identifying the
two different musical ideas associated with the characters; the “restless choral idea” for
Pheron and the “lovely oboe solo” for Thamos128 (ex. 4.7).
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EXAMPLE 4.7. The two different musical ideas, one Mozart identified with Pheron and the
other with Thamos.129 (No. 3, mm. 1-20)

129

Mozart, Thamos, 56-58.
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EXAMPLE 4.7. Continued
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EXAMPLE 4.7. Continued
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As with every other aspect of the music he heard, Mozart absorbed his predecessors’
word-painting traditions and adapted them to the Classical idiom. Moreover, his youthful
dramatic works, Thamos, demonstrates his interest in tone-painting in instrumental music. Mozart’s mature works reveal his masterful skill at both, and together they are among
the characteristics that have contributed to his music’s timeless quality.
Franz Joseph Haydn
Franz Josef Haydn (1732-1809) was the central figure of Viennese Classicism, in part
due to his long, productive life. Born in the later years of the Baroque, Haydn’s life extended almost two decades beyond Mozart’s, and ended just short of the last of
Beethoven’s three style periods (1812-1827):130
He began his career in the traditional patronage system of the late Austrian Baroque, and ended as a ‘free’ artist within the burgeoning Romanticism of the early
19th century. Famous as early as the mid-1760s, by the 1780s he had become the
most celebrated composer of his time, and from the 1790s until his death was a
culture-hero throughout Europe.131
Haydn’s music propelled the Classical style to maturity, inspired Mozart and Beethoven,
and—in his later works—foreshadowed elements of the nascent Romantic style.
Among his most performed works is the oratorio, Die Schöpfung (The Creation), begun in 1796 and premiered in 1798. The aging Haydn concentrated his creative energies
to compose a work containing a wealth of word- and tone-painting. “The Creation,”
writes Lawrence Schenbeck, “is full of what eighteenth-century Viennese called
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Thonmahlerey, ‘tone painting’ or musical pictorialism.”132 In Haydn’s rich tone-painting
gallery are two of Western music’s most inspired examples.
The first, found in the opening movement, is the depiction of creation’s first light.
Following fifty-eight tonally ambiguous measures, eighteen measures of recitative proclaiming Genesis’s opening words, and nine measures of Raphael and the choir intoning
the next portion of Biblical text (. . . and God said: Let there be light, and there was
Light.), the tutti ensemble enters on the word “Light” with a fortissimo radiance of sound
(ex. 4.8).
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Lawrence Schenbeck, Joseph Haydn and the Classical Choral Tradition (Chapel Hill, NC: Hinshaw
Music, 1996), 307.
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EXAMPLE 4.8. A fortissimo radiance of sound on the word “Light.”133 (No. 1, mm. 83-89)

A second example of Haydn’s musical pictorialism is the recitative, “Strait opening
her fertile womb” (No. 21). Haydn amusingly offers identifying characteristics for
Earth’s newly brought forth creatures in his music—including a lion, tiger, stag, steed,
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Franz Joseph Haydn, Die Schöpfung (The Creation) (New York: Dover Publications, 1990), 7.
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herd of cattle, flock of sheep, host of insects, and a worm—after which Raphael, The
Creation’s narrator, identifies the animal Haydn depicts. The lion’s roar is heard as a
low-registered trill played fortissimo by the strings and bassoon, an onomatopoetic convention (S), while the leaping tiger is represented by a rapidly ascending scale passage, a
melismatic convention (M) (ex. 4.9). Haydn’s Creation attests to word- and tonepainting’s vitality at the apex of Viennese Classicism.
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EXAMPLE 4.9. Portrayal of the lion’s roar and the tiger’s leaping.134 (No. 21, mm. 8-18)

Ludwig van Beethoven
Ludwig van Beethoven’s (1770-1827) career—straddling the Classical and Romantic
eras—was a turning point in Western music history. While having been immortalized for
his instrumental music, Beethoven’s vocal works attest to his belief in the powerful combination of text and music. During his third, Romantic-leaning period (1812-1827),
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Haydn, The Creation, 128.
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Beethoven wielded this combination in an unparalleled manner in Missa Solemnis (1823)
and in the Ninth Symphony (1824), in which the first three instrumentally conceived
movements act as preludes to the vocally dominated fourth.
Although his belief in the powerful combination of text and music is readily apparent
in his third-period works, Beethoven composed the C-Major Mass Op. 86 (1807), another
of his important choral-symphonic works, during his second creative period (18031812).135 Though his first liturgical work—one in which “Beethoven relies heavily on his
symphonic instincts and on the precepts of Haydn to carry him through an unfamiliar
form”—the Classically-conceived C-Major Mass contains numerous word-painting
examples.136 In the second movement, Beethoven sets “Quoniam tu solus sanctus, Tu
solus dominus, Tu solus altissimus, Jesu Christe” (For Thou alone art holy, Thou alone
art the Lord, Thou alone art the most high, Jesus Christ) to: 1) a combination of solo and
tutti numerical conventions (S), 2) a return-to-harmony-from-unison convention (H), 3)
altitudinal and directional conventions (M), 4) duration and repetition conventions (R),
and 5) a cadential convention (H) (ex. 4.10).
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EXAMPLE 4.10. Simultaneous use of multiple conventions.137 (mm. 224-38)
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Ludwig van Beethoven, Messe C-Dur Opus 86, in Beethoven Werke, Abteilung VIII, Band 2 (München:
G. Henle Verlag, 2003), Gloria, 39-40.
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EXAMPLE 4.10. Continued
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Beethoven’s simultaneous use of multiple word-painting conventions in example 4.10
is extraordinary effective. The dramatic unison, tutti musical line culminates at the “tis”
syllable in “altissimus,” giving the words “solus” (alone) and “altissimus” (highest) the
connotations of totality and oneness Godt assigns to them. Moreover, the altitudinal
(high) and directional (ascending) conventions add a sense of triumph and affirmation to
the line, strengthening the overall effect. The return to harmony in measure 231 creates a
rhetorical contrast, emphasizing the word “altissimus” (highest). Setting “Jesu Christe” to
longer note values and repetition lends weight and emphasis to the second person of the
Christian Trinity’s name. The cadence in measure 238 imparts fullness and completeness
to the text’s creedal thrust.
In another example, Beethoven, as other composers before him, sets “et sepultus est”
(and was buried) to music that comes to a rest before advancing to “et resurrexit” (and he
rose), the next portion of text. The downward chromaticism in measures 174 and 175,
leading to the E-flat cadence in measure 177, is a chromatic convention (M), perhaps alluding to Jesus’s suffering, or the lowering of his body into the grave. The bass line’s
octave descent in measures 177 through 181 is a directional convention (M) with obvious
connotations, but, by adding irregular disjunct motion (M), Beethoven adds a hint of
restlessness, uncertainty, and tension as to what will follow. In measures 177 through
180, the composer incorporates another detail by writing eighth-note rests in the violins
and violas, a conventional use of rests (S) intensifying the sense of death (ex. 4.11).
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EXAMPLE 4.11. Beethoven’s illustration of “et sepultus est.”138 (Credo, mm. 173-182)
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Beethoven, C-Major Mass Opus 86, Credo, 78.
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A third word-painting example is Beethoven’s setting of “Qui cum Patre, et Filio
simul adoratur et conglorificatur” (Who with the Father and Son together is adored and
glorified). Beethoven uses a textural convention (S)—two voices in imitation—to picture
the Holy Spirit’s unity with the Christian Trinity’s other members, the Father and the
Son. Also in measure 237, Beethoven announces a triplet figure in the violins and viola
that evolves into a conversational trio texture beginning in measure 238. This textural
convention (S) charmingly portrays the Christian Trinity’s simultaneous unity and
diversity (ex. 4.12).
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EXAMPLE 4.12. Beethoven’s depiction of “Qui cum Patre, et Filio simul adoratur et
conglorificatur.”139 (Credo, mm. 232-249)
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Beethoven, C-Major Mass Opus 86, Credo, 87-89.
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EXAMPLE 4.12. Continued
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EXAMPLE 4.12. Continued
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The Viennese Classical style differed considerably from the Renaissance and Baroque
styles, yet composers continued to exploit and enrich the tradition of word-painting. The
initial standardization of the symphony in the mid-eighteenth century also made available
a formidable multi-timbral instrument with which to tone-paint. While word- and tonepainting have long been considered key features of Renaissance and Baroque music, the
same has not been always been true for music of the Classical period. The above examples from Mozart, Haydn, and Beethoven suggest a need for increased sensitivity to the
techniques’ use in the music of this period.
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CHAPTER V:
ROMANTIC: 1820-1910
The Romantic Movement shaped European culture throughout the nineteenth century.
In contrast to the Classical period, when “the precepts of order, calm, harmony, balance,
idealization, and rationality” prevailed, Romanticism’s values were
a deepened appreciation of the beauties of nature; a general exaltation of emotion
over reason and of the senses over the intellect; a turning in upon the self and a
heightened examination of human personality and its moods and mental
potentialities; a preoccupation with the genius, the hero, and the exceptional figure in general, and a focus on his passions and inner struggle; a new view of the
artist as a supremely individual creator, whose creative spirit is more important
than strict adherence to formal rules and traditional procedures; an emphasis upon
imagination as a gateway to transcendent experience and spiritual truth; an obsessive interest in folk culture, national and ethnic cultural origins, and the medieval
era; and a predilection for the exotic, the remote, the mysterious, the weird, the
occult, the monstrous, the diseased, and even the satanic.140
In varying degrees, these diverse characteristics defined artists’ self-perceptions and their
societal roles, and permeated the period’s literature, art, architecture, historiography, and
music.
Composers’ identification with Romanticism’s characteristics led them to create a
stylistically diverse body of music during this era. Underscoring this diversity, Wold is
skeptical of defining a Romantic style:
Other periods of the past had a core of accepted beliefs and practices that drew
composers together, resulting in a similarity in their music. Romanticism, on the
other hand, had the tendency to isolate creative personalities because their practices and beliefs were often in opposition and, like Romanticism itself, complex.141
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Even with this diversity, however, Romantic composers shared an essential quality; they
aimed to express their personal feelings and ideas through music, and to evoke feelings
and ideas in their audiences.142
The Romantic concept of music as a vehicle to express and evoke feelings led composers to intensify the impact of their word- and tone-painting. Yet, their use varied according to each composer. Beethoven used the techniques to brilliant effect in his colossal Ninth Symphony, while Schubert (1797-1828) used them effectively in his Lieder,
music intended for the intimacy of the salon. Berlioz (1803-1869) and Liszt (1811-1886)
composed program music to associate narratives with their music. Word- and tonepainting played a significant role in Wagner’s (1813-1883) and Wolf’s (1860-1903) music. In this study, examples from two of the era’s other important choral music
composers, Brahms and Bruckner, will show word- and tone-painting’s continued use in
choral music.
Johannes Brahms
Johannes Brahms (1833-1896) composed some of the Romantic era’s most significant
choral music. Brahms wrote sacred and secular pieces, both unaccompanied and accompanied. In the latter category are the composer’s compositions for chorus and orchestra,
works that “occupy a significant niche in Brahms's output.”143 While Ein deutsches
Requiem Op. 45 (1865-1868) occupies the supreme place in this portion of
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Brahms’s oeuvre, others—though shorter—are masterpieces in their own right. One of
these is Schicksalslied Op. 54 from 1868-71.
Friedrich Hölderlin (1770-1843) authored the free-verse poem Schicksalslied (Song of
Destiny) for inclusion in his novel Hyperions Schicksalslied (1799).144 In it, Hölderlin
contrasts the heavenly spirits’ tranquil, untroubled life with the chaotic, uncertain life
mortals live (fig. 5.1).
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FIGURE 5.1. Friedrich Hölderlin’s poem Schicksalslied.145
Ihr wandelt droben im Licht
Auf weichem Boden, selige Genien!
Glänzende Götterlüfte
Rühren euch leicht,
Wie die Finger der Künstlerin
Heilige Saiten.

You walk above in the light
on soft ground, blessed spirits!
glistening divine breezes
touch you lightly,
just as the fingers of the fair artist
play the sacred harpstrings.

Schicksallos, wie der schlafende
Säugling, atmen die Himmlischen;
Keusch bewahrt
In bescheidener Knospe,
Blühet ewig
Ihnen der Geist,
Und die seligen Augen
Blicken in stiller
Ewiger Klarheit.

Free from fate, like the sleeping
infant, celestial spirits breathe;
chastely protected
in its modest bud,
blooms forever,
their spirit
and their blessed eyes
gaze in calm,
eternal clarity.

Doch uns ist gegeben,
Auf keiner Stätte zu ruhn,
Es schwinden, es fallen
Die leidenden Menschen
Blindlings von einer
Stunde zur andern,
Wie Wasser von Klippe
Zu Klippe geworfen,
Jahr lang ins Ungewisse hinab.

Yet we are given
no place to rest,
we suffering humans
vanish and fall
blindly from one hour
to the next,
like water flung
from cliff to cliff
endlessly down into the Unknown.

As reported by his friend, Albert Dietrich, Brahms was deeply affected by Hölderlin’s
poem when he happened upon it in the summer of 1868.146 That impact is reflected in
Brahms’s word- and tone-painting.
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An initial instance of word-painting in Schicksalslied occurs in the first measure, as
the timpani—recalling the “fate motif” in Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony—softly plays a
quarter-note, triplet eighth-note, quarter-note, quarter-note rhythm (ex. 5.1).
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EXAMPLE 5.1. “Fate” rhythm in the opening measures of Shicksalslied.147 (mm. 1-7)
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Johannes Brahms, Schicksalslied Op. 54 (1871), in Johannes Brahms sämtliche Werke, Ausgabe der
Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde in Wien, Band 19 (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1949), 23.
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Another word-painting example is Brahms illustrating “Glänzen de Götterlüfte rühren
Euch leicht” (the glistening divine breezes touch[ing] you lightly), beginning in measure
forty-one. The winds and trumpets—marked piano and dolce—are joined by pizzicato
strings, providing a light and touching accompaniment to the chorus, an onomatopoetic
convention (S) (ex. 5.2).
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EXAMPLE 5.2. Use of the orchestra to show “breezes touching you lightly.”148 (mm. 4147)
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Brahms, Schicksalslied, 27.
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For the next portion of text—“Wie die Finger der Künstler in Heilige Saiten” (just as
the fingers of the fair artist play the sacred harpstrings)—Brahms imitates the sound of
the harp with pizzicato chords in the violin II, viola, and cello parts, another onomatopoetic convention (S) (ex. 5.3).
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EXAMPLE 5.3. Imitation of the harp in the violin II, viola, and cello parts.149 (mm. 48-68)
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Brahms, Schicksalslied, 28-30.
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EXAMPLE 5.3. Continued
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EXAMPLE 5.3. Continued
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In the concluding measures of the first section of Schicksalslied, Brahms portrays the
gods’ “Blicken in stiller/Ewiger Klarheit” (gaze in calm, eternal clarity). The orchestral
forces fall away, leaving the choir to portray the gods’ quiet, calm existence with a carefully prepared V7-I cadence (H) and 4-3 suspension (ex. 5.4).
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EXAMPLE 5.4. The gods’ “gaze in calm, eternal clarity,” portrayed in the choral parts.150
(mm. 91-96)

The most dramatic word-painting example in Schicksalslied occurs when Brahms illustrates the text “Blindlings von einer/Stunde zur andern/Wie Wasser von Klippe zu
Klippe geworfen” (blindly from one hour to the next, like water flung from cliff to cliff).
His utilization of a shift of the metrical emphasis (rhythmic irregularity convention [R])
culminates in a dramatic empty measure (silence convention [S]), creating a vivid image
of humanity’s being tossed to-and-fro, and ending with a precipitous fall into the
unknown (directional convention [M]) (ex. 5.5).
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Brahms, Schicksalslied, 34-35.
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EXAMPLE 5.5. Rhythmic irregularity, dramatic silence, and directional conventions.151
(mm. 294-317)
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Brahms, Schicksalslied, 51-53.
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EXAMPLE 5.5. Continued
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EXAMPLE 5.5. Continued
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Brahms also tone-paints masterfully in Schicksalslied. The first section of the threesection work is 103 measures long, and contains the first two stanzas of text; the second
contains the third stanza of text and extends from measures 104-379; the third—an orchestral postlude—extends from measures 384-409. In Section I, Brahms uses several
musical means to portray the gods’ placid, undisturbed existence. He unleashes the fury
of the choral and orchestral forces to depict the angst-filled world of mortals in Section II.
In Section III, Brahms repeats the opening music of Section I—with differences in
orchestration—concluding the work on a note of comfort rather than distress and uncertainty. Figure 5.2 notes the various musical elements and techniques Brahms used to
paint the emotional backdrop for Schicksalslied.
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FIGURE 5.2. Musical elements and techniques Brahms used to tone-paint in
Schicksalslied.152
Musical
Element
Text
Meter
Key
Tempo
Marking
Overall Tone
Other Musical
Elements and
Techniques
Contributing
to
Overall Tone

Section I
(mm. 1-103)
Stanzas one and two of
Hölderlin’s poem
4/4
E-flat major
Langsam und
sehnsuchtsvoll (slowly
and longingly)
Ethereal, composed,
peaceful
Gentle orchestral introduction (mm. 1-28)
Muted strings (mm. 1103)
Dolce woodwinds
(mm. 29-103)
Predominantly stepwise melodic movement in homophonic
choral texture (Ex.:
mm. 29-39)
Soft dynamics
Lush, long phrases
(Ex.: mm. 52-64)

Section II
(mm. 104-379)
Stanza three, repeated

Section III
(mm. 380-409)
Instrumental

3/4
C minor
Allegro

4/4
C major
Adagio

Dramatic, tense, violent
Strings senza cordino,
often using tremolando
(mm. 104-145)

Heavenly, lush,
full
Lush writing for
orchestra

Loud dynamics (Ex.:
mm. 132-156)
Disjunct melodic
leaps and stark unisons
in choral parts (Ex.:
mm. 111-125)
Unsettling rhythmic
irregularity (mm. 146152)
Diminished, unsettled
harmonies (Ex.: m.
314)
Dramatic use of silence (mm. 153, 313)
Sense of a raging and
threatening storm
throughout section

152

Author-generated chart.

Legato flute
solo (mm. 380389)
Very soft dynamic throughout
Woodwinds fall
away near end,
but sound again,
reaching heavenward, in the
work’s final
measures (mm.
396-409).
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The use of text- and tone-painting in Schicksalslied by Brahms, the Romantic era’s
leading choral composer, shows the central role these techniques played in Romantic
choral music. Aware of music dating back to the Renaissance era, Brahms learned from
his predecessors, and melded this knowledge into a style uniquely his own.
Anton Bruckner
Austrian composer Anton Bruckner (1824-1896) also made significant contributions
to the Romantic era’s choral literature. A devout Catholic and church organist, Bruckner
composed sacred works intended to express his ardent faith. In addition to numerous
masses, psalm settings, a Requiem (WAB 39, 1849), a Te Deum (WAB 45, 1884), and a
Magnificat (WAB 24, 1852), Bruckner composed motets for the Catholic liturgy.
Christus factus est (WAB 11, 1884) displays principal aspects of Bruckner’s choral compositional style, including word-painting.
The text of Christus factus est, appointed as the Gradual for Maundy Thursday, originates in St. Paul’s Letter to the Philippians153 (fig. 5.3).
FIGURE 5.3. The text Christus factus est.154
Christus factus est pro nobis
obediens usque ad mortem,
mortem autem crucis.
Propter quod et Deus exaltavit illum,
et dedit illi nomen,
quod est super omne nomen.

153
154

Christ was made obedient for us
even unto death,
even death by a cross.
Therefore God also has exalted
him,
and given him a name
which is above every name.

Phil 2.8-9.
Ron Jeffers, Translations and Annotations of Choral Repertoire, Volume I: Sacred Latin Texts, 109-10.
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The text—with the contrast between the verses, the first alluding to Christ’s death on a
cross as an act of obedience, and the second, God’s exalting his name above every other
because of his obedience—inspired numerous musical settings from composers dating
back to the Renaissance. Bruckner’s setting illuminates the text’s dramatic power with
his masterful command of the Romantic style.
One word-painting example from Christus factus est is Bruckner’s illustration of
“obediens usque ad mortem” (obedient even unto death) in measures five through thirteen. Bruckner portrays this understanding of obedience using a descending octave motif
(directional and magnitudinal conventions [M]) to portray death and/or humility. The
motive is first heard in the bass in measure five, then the tenor in measure six, and then in
the soprano in measures seven and eight. Beginning with the anacrusis to measure seven,
the bass and alto voices elongate this descent with larger note values that form a chain of
7-6 suspensions (harmonic tension convention [H]), lending a sense of emotional tension
through Christ’s obedience unto death. This five-measure descent closes to a unison pitch
C in measure eleven, and sounds in the lower, darker part of the vocal registers (return to
monophony convention [H]), inferring dearth or emotional stasis. The word “mortem”
(death) is set homorhythmically in measures twelve and thirteen to an A-flat major => Bflat minor => C major chord progression (harmonic stasis convention [H]), inferring an
end to Christ’s suffering (ex. 5.6).
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EXAMPLE 5.6. Bruckner’s illustration of “obediens usque ad mortem.”155 (mm. 1-20)

155

Anton Bruckner, Christus factus est, ed. Rafael Ornes (Choral Public Domain Library: www.cpdl.org).
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A second word-painting example in Christus factus est occurs at “quod est super
omne nomen” (which is above all names) in measures fifty-one through fifty-five. In
these measures, Bruckner sets in motion an immense crescendo to underscore the idea of
God’s exalting Christ’s name above all others. The soprano line climbs a major tenth,
initially by skips but then chromatically, while the bass line ascends a major seventh by
steps and half-steps. The tenor line rises a mere minor third, but its progress results in
rich Romantic harmonies. In contrast, the alto line, starting on the B-flat below middle C,
makes a large leap of a minor tenth before the divisi in measure fifty-five.
Dynamic markings prove equally important, with the choir directed to increase its
dynamic four full levels in these measures. Measure fifty-one is marked piano and poco a
poco cresc.; in measure fifty-three, the choir is at a forte and instructed to crescendo; in
measure fifty-five all voices are marked fortissimo. Finally, the accents in measures fiftythree through fifty-five emphasize these measures’ climactic role in the motet. Through
augmentation, Bruckner accents the harmonic movement in these measures, increasing
(or elongating) the size of the movement to the work’s penultimate point in measure fiftyfive (ex. 5.7). Rivaling the power of the piece’s climax, these measures portray the idea
of Christ’s name being exalted above all other names. Passages such as these reveal
Bruckner’s stylistic grounding in Romanticism, and his profound sensitivity in illustrating the words and ideas he set to music.
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EXAMPLE 5.7. Bruckner’s portrayal of “super omne nomen.”156 (mm. 46-58)

Brahms and Bruckner shared an aesthetic of expressing words and ideas—along with
powerful emotional content—in their music. In Schicksalslied, Brahms tone-paints with
rich, vibrant sound colors on the canvas of a large choral-orchestral work; Bruckner evidences the continued use of word-painting in the unaccompanied motet Christus factus
est. On the cusp of the twentieth century—a century in which some of the most radical
experiments and changes in music occurred—word- and tone-painting remained as vital a
tradition in choral music as it was in the Renaissance.

156

Bruckner, Christus factus est.
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CHAPTER VI:
TWENTIETH CENTURY: 1910-2000
The aesthetic of Western choral music, that wedding together text and music for
voices creates a whole greater than the sum of its parts, ensured that word- and tonepainting remained an integral component of twentieth-century choral music. Notable
alternatives to this aesthetic, however, appeared throughout the century. Igor Stravinsky
(1882-1971) extended the relationship between text and music in works such as
Symphonie de psaumes (1930) and Mass (1944-1948) by incorporating novel text-setting
methods. Other composers, perhaps inspired by the jazz tradition of scat singing, set texts
consisting solely of phonemes, creating works that invited audiences to appreciate vocal
sounds outside of a syntactical and grammatical context. Some early electronic music
pioneers manipulated words or entire texts in such a way as to construct musical
compositions from the results of their experiments. Nonetheless, Nick Strimple states
that:
Throughout the century, choral music tended to be more conservative than its instrumental counterparts. [And] . . . as the new millennium dawned, many composers were more inclined to glance over their shoulders than to gaze into the future.157
Being more conservative, choral musicians continued to value the joining of text and music, and many composers continued to enrich choral music’s long-standing word- and
tone-painting tradition.
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Nick Strimple, Choral Music in the Twentieth Century (Pompton Plains, NJ: Amadeus Press, 2002), 15.
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Benjamin Britten
British composer Benjamin Britten’s (1913-1976) contributions to twentieth-century
choral music are significant. His operas Peter Grimes (1944-45) and Owen Wingrave
(1969-70), the large choral-orchestral works St. Nicholas (1947-48) and War Requiem
(1961-62), and the strikingly original smaller works such as A Ceremony of Carols
(1942) and Rejoice in the Lamb (1943) have come to occupy a permanent place in the
choral literature. One of the enticing stylistic features these, and Britten’s other choral
music, share is the composer’s remarkable facility for setting text to music—a talent that
includes word- and tone-painting.
A Boy Was Born Op. 3 (1934, rev. 1958), one of Britten’s earliest works, is a set of
choral variations for men’s, women’s, and boys’ voices. Britten composed seven choral
variations following, and based upon, the opening thematic movement. The texts are
fifteenth- and sixteenth-century English carol-texts along with Christina G. Rossetti’s
(1830-1894) poem “In the Bleak Mid-Winter.” The first choral variation’s text is an
anonymous carol-text entitled “Lullay, Jesu,” a cradlesong in which an imaginary conversation between Mother and Son outlines the Christ Child’s adult mission (fig. 6.1).
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FIGURE 6.1. The Old-English carol-text “Lullay, Jesu.”158
Mine own dear mother, sing lullay!
Lullay, Jesu, lullay, lullay!
Mine own dear mother, sing lullay!
So blessed a sight it was to see,
How Mary rocked her Son so free;
So fair she rocked and sang ‘by-by.’
‘Mine own dear Son, why weepest Thou thus?
Is not Thy father King of bliss?
Have I not done that in me is?
Your grievance, tell me what it is.’
‘Therefore, mother, weep I nought,
But for the woes that shall be wrought
To me, ere I mankind have bought.
‘Ah, dear mother! Yet shall a spear
My heart in sunder all to-tear;
No wonder though I careful were.
‘Now, dear mother, sing lullay,
And put away all heaviness;
Into this world I took the way,
Again to (heaven) I shall me dress,
Where joy is without end ay,
Mine own dear mother, sing lullay!’
Lullay, Jesu, lullay, lullay!
Mine own dear mother, sing lullay!

158

Benjamin Britten, A Boy Was Born Op. 3, revised edition and organ accompaniment (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1958).
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Britten utilizes several structural devices to tone-paint this conversational cradlesong.
Using a 6/4 meter, marked at h. = 46-50, Britten sets “lullay” to a rhythmic grouping
Godt calls a repetitive figure convention (M); notably, Godt also cites cradle rocking as
an activity often portrayed by this melodic-rhythmic gesture. Continuing throughout the
variation, the “lullay” gesture—shifting from one pair of voices to another—provides
accompaniment to the melodic material (ex. 6.1).
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EXAMPLE 6.1. 6/4 meter signature and “lullay” melodic-rhythmic gesture.159 (mm. 1-4)

159

Britten, A Boy Was Born, 4.
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Britten also tone-paints the text using a vocal registration convention (S). He sets the
first stanza (So blessed a sight it was to see . . .)—a stanza written in the narrative
voice—in the four-part men’s parts. Meanwhile, a boys’ chorus sings the carol-text’s
portions attributed to the infant Christ, and sopranos and altos sing Mary’s words (ex.
6.2). Britten’s use of meter, repetitive melodic-rhythmic figures, and text-assignments
based upon gender considerations, are vivid tone-painting examples.
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EXAMPLE 6.2. Text distribution among various voices.160 (mm. 4-23)

160

Britten, A Boy Was Born, 5-6.
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EXAMPLE 6.2. Continued
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Britten also word-paints over his carefully constructed tone-painting backdrop. The
most marked example in Variation I is his word-painting “to-tear” in the line “Ah, dear
mother! Yet shall a spear My heart in sunder all to-tear; No wonder though I careful
were.” To illustrate tearing, Britten repeats the “lullay” figure with descending fifths
through the voices, beginning with the alto I and ending in the bass II voice, visually
creating a tear in the music from high to low, a contemporary example of audible
Augenmusik (IA) (ex. 6.3). This shaping of the “lullay” motive in the variation stands
apart from the others, underscoring the text’s poignancy in referring to the infant Jesus’s
later suffering and death.
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EXAMPLE 6.3. Illustration of “to-tear.”161 (mm. 42-58)

161

Britten, A Boy Was Born, 9-10.
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EXAMPLE 6.3. Continued
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Daniel Pinkham
American composer Daniel Pinkham’s (1923-2006) musical output is wide-ranging
and includes numerous choral works.162 He trained as an organist and served as a musician at King’s Chapel in Boston for more than four decades. That many of Pinkham’s
choral works utilize sacred or Biblical texts and are intended for Christian worship settings reveals the church’s influence upon the composer. Festival Magnificat, a work
composed in the early 1960s for unaccompanied SATB chorus, or chorus with organ and
optional brass accompaniment, serves as an example of a contemporary setting of a
liturgical text.
The text Pinkham sets is Mary’s canticle, from the Gospel According to Luke, as
found in the Book of Common Prayer; Pinkham concludes the work with the Lesser
Doxology (fig. 6.2).

162

The current list of Pinkham works can be viewed at www.danielpinkham.net.
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FIGURE 6.2. English translation of Magnificat and Lesser Doxology from the Book of
Common Prayer.163
My soul doth magnify the Lord, and my spirit hath rejoiced in God my Savior.
For he hath regarded the lowliness of his handmaiden.
For behold, from henceforth all generations shall call me blessed.
For he that is mighty hath magnified me; and holy is his Name.
And his mercy is on them that fear him throughout all generations.
He hath showed strength with his arm; he hath scattered the proud in the imagination of their hearts.
He hath put down the mighty from their seats, and hath exalted the humble and
meek.
He hath filled the hungry with good things; and the rich he hath sent empty away.
He remembering his mercy hath holpen his servant Israel; as he promised to our
forefathers, Abraham and his seed forever.164
Glory be to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost.
As it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be, world without end. Amen.
Set by many composers in the Western musical tradition, the text abounds with language
that invites word-painting—an invitation Pinkham imaginatively accepts.
The initial occurrence of word-painting within Pinkham’s Magnificat occurs in the
first complete measure. Pinkham illustrates the word “magnify” by pairing the soprano
and alto voices in ascending lines on the word’s first syllable, “mag.” The melodic lines
crest on the second syllable, “ni,” and then descend on the phrase’s end, “fy the Lord.”
Pinkham creates a mirror image with the tenors and basses, as these lines descend on
“mag,” and begin an ascent on “nify the” before cadencing on “Lord.” By widening the
intervallic range—most noticeably between the soprano and bass voices—Pinkham
creates a “bulge” in the music’s flow to illustrate “magnify.” In its aural manifestation,
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The Book of Common Prayer and Administration of the Sacraments and Other Rites and Ceremonies of
the Church, According to the use of The Episcopal Church (Seabury Press, 1977), 50.
164
The Gospel According to Luke 1.46b-55.
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this figure’s best classification is that of circulatio (M); in its visual appearance, this is an
example of Augenmusik, eye-music (IA), a word-painting technique associated with
Renaissance madrigals (ex. 6.4).
EXAMPLE 6.4. Example of circulatio and Augenmusik.165 (mm. 1-2 with anacrucis)

A second example of word-painting is Pinkham’s portrayal of the text “He hath filled
the hungry with good things; and the rich he hath sent empty away.” Pinkham illustrates
the contrast between “full” and “empty” with a change to monophony convention (H)
followed by a use of silence (S). In the verse’s first segment, “filled” is represented by a
six-voice texture, resulting in a full sonority. In the second segment the music thins to
four voices and eventually to three-voice unison before pausing in measure thirty. The
rest on the downbeat of measure thirty-one creates a void of sound for “emptiness.” Forte
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Daniel Pinkham, Festival Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis (New York: C. F. Peters, 1963). Edition Peters
6555
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markings in measure twenty-nine and piano in measure thirty intensify the sonic effect of
the rich being sent “empty away” (ex. 6.5).
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EXAMPLE 6.5. Texture and silence represent “filling” and “empty,” respectively.166 (mm.
27-32)

166

Pinkham, Festival Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis, 6-7.
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Even as twentieth-century composers experimented freely with musical elements,
choral music’s central aesthetic—combining text and music to enhance the expression of
the text and its meaning—held firm. In Benjamin Britten’s and Daniel Pinkham’s choral
music this aesthetic is exemplified in traditional and modern word- and tone-painting
methods. Composers writing choral-electroacoustic works in the century’s latter half
continued to value the same aesthetic premise, adding the modern computer’s
revolutionary sonic capabilities to their word- and tone-painting palette.167

167

Choral-electroacoustic works, as defined on page eighteen, is a composition written essentially for two
forces: a choir and a sound-studio produced electroacoustic part.
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CHAPTER VII:
EVOLUTION MEETS REVOLUTION
I will analyze three choral-electroacoustic works to gain an understanding of how the
composers utilized the computer to word- and tone-paint text. After reviewing dozens of
scores, I chose these pieces for analysis and performance based upon quality, the
composers’ use of the computer in the electroacoustic part, and the ability to successfully
perform them within rehearsal and other constraints. The works—A Time of Being
(1996), Dies Sanctificatus (1998), and When I Consider the Heavens (2005)—will be
considered in chronological order. A process of comparing and contrasting these works
with those considered earlier will highlight the evolutionary and revolutionary aspects of
composers using computers to word- and tone-paint, and will inform this study’s
concluding chapter.
Before proceeding, it is important to acknowledge that the electroacoustic sound
world is markedly more “ear-driven” than “eye-driven.” Over the last millennia, Western
art music has become standardized in a multitude of ways. For example, timbres of
individual instruments, families of instruments, and combinations of instruments are well
known; a small number of particular tunings are heard and accepted as the norm; and
much of Western music is conceived, composed, and encoded for study and reproduction
in standard notation.
In contrast, in the electroacoustic realm, sounds may resemble a traditional instrument, but often sound novel; standard tunings, while often used or referenced, are not
necessarily the norm and certainly not normative; and often the sound complexity, the
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result of sophisticated digital manipulation, cannot be portrayed in a traditional musical
score. The intrinsic freedom of the electroacoustic sound world can also be a source of
consternation, especially in terms of notating sounds. Electroacoustic music notation is
still in its infancy. As will be the case with several examples in this chapter, subjective
descriptions must suffice to describe sounds and their effects upon the listener to a greater
degree than might be necessary with other music genres.
Scott A. Wyatt, A Time of Being
Scott A. Wyatt (b. 1951) is Professor of Composition and Director of the
Experimental Music Studios at the University of Illinois-Urbana Champaign; he is also a
past-President of the Society for Electro-Acoustic Music in the United States (SEAMUS).
His compositions have been performed throughout the world and garnered numerous
awards and commendations.168 A Time of Being (1996), written for mixed chorus, studioproduced tracks, and percussion, is “Dedicated to the memory of the victims of the
Oklahoma City bombing that occurred on April 19, 1995.”169 According to Wyatt, his
intent in this work is to offer listeners “a balanced sense of warning and hope.”170
The seven-stanzas of free-verse text written by Wyatt are deeply reflective and earnestly exhortative (fig. 7.1).
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http://ems.music.uiuc.edu/people/wyatt/
Scott A. Wyatt, A Time of Being (Unpublished Score, 1996), title page. The bombing shocked the
nation, leaving 168 persons dead and over 800 others injured. The site is now a designated National
Memorial and an annual observance held in memory of the victims and the event.
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Scott A. Wyatt, electronic correspondence with author, 22 January 2008.
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FIGURE 7.1. Wyatt’s poem A Time of Being.171
Now and past – time endures
As the windows of life pass,
And the passages of time
Go beyond our own.
The seeds of time
We face for a moment –
Through actions and dreams
And our tears and laughter.
Despite our strengths and weaknesses –
The realities endure.
We are but an instance
In the millennia of time.
So magnificent lies the present
Among the rapture and pain.
Ours is a time of being –
Often fulfilled, though some denied.
Guard well within yourselves
The memories of the past –
For insights of days foregone
Enlighten the times we live.
Beyond the substance of a dream
Lies the power of tomorrow –
As it forever changes
The mark of existence.
The seeds of time
We face for a moment.
May compassion and conscience
Be the remnants of our life.
In these lines, Wyatt envisions time as “passages” that “go beyond our own,” with our
lives being “but an instance in the millennia of time.” “The seeds of time,” he writes—
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Wyatt, A Time of Being, introduction.
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metaphorically pointing out the potential the present holds to shape the future—are ones
“we face for a moment,” yet within them “lies the power of tomorrow.” Our life is a
“time of being,” and, though filled with “rapture and pain,” is a “magnificent” time. “The
memories of the past” are valuable, “for insights of days foregone enlighten the times we
live.” “The seeds of time,” Wyatt concludes, “we face for a moment: May compassion
and conscience be the remnants of our life.”172
Laden with concepts and introspective in mood, the poem’s free-verse form resonates
particularly well in the electroacoustic medium: “All components of the music were
designed to support the meaning of the text phrases, as well as the overall emotional
sense of the work.”173 Because the text was written before the music, Wyatt had the
opportunity to refer to and portray its meaning with word- and tone-painting techniques
throughout the compositional process:
I wrote the text first, based upon my emotional and intellectual response to the
horrific act; the music followed with the choral and electroacoustic parts being
composed jointly, in an effort to create a contiguous supportive sonic and environmental feel to that which the chorus performs, while also attempting to incorporate pitch cueing information within the electroacoustic accompaniment for
the chorus.174
Analysis of the electroacoustic part of A Time of Being reveals instances where Wyatt
used the computer to word-paint. The first, according to Irving Godt’s classifications, is
an onomatopoetic convention (S), defined as imitations of natural sounds. While the
sound of a bomb exploding is not a natural one, clearly this sound is being replicated in
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measures one through five and ten through fifteen, where a loud, low-frequency sound is
heard, bolstered by a fortissimo roll on the bass drum. That these are onomatopoetic
representations of explosions—the violent act committed in Oklahoma City that inspired
this work—is apparent by the shape of the sounds’ Attack-Decay-Sustain-Release
(ADSR) envelope in the score (ex. 7.1).
EXAMPLE 7.1. The ADSR envelope resembling an explosion.175 (mm. 1-15)

The image of “passages,” central in Wyatt’s poem, is also portrayed in the electroacoustic part. In measure seventeen the narrating voice begins reading the first stanza of
the poem; in measure twenty-three Wyatt associates the word “passages” with a musical
gesture in response to the text. The image created by these words is of a central space—in
temporal terms, “the present”—from out of which flows, in opposite directions, a
passageway with windows. One direction leads to the past, the other to the future; the
point being that though we exist in the temporal construct we identify as the present, we
are also aware of the passages from the past and to the future that meet here. Wyatt’s
image is not static: “the windows of life pass, and the passages of time go beyond our
own.” (Italics added)
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Wyatt, A Time of Being, 2. (Page references in citations are to the conductor’s score; examples are from
the singers’ score.)
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This first musical gesture depicting the passages is brief—sixteen thirty-second notes
over the span of the first two beats of the bar. Nonetheless, for the attentive listener, the
association between the temporal image and the musical gesture has been forged. Godt’s
classification of this gesture is a blend of melismatic and unconventional intervals
conventions (M). With this single gesture, Wyatt sketches the ceaseless motion of time
(ex. 7.2).
EXAMPLE 7.2. The “passages” musical gesture.176 (mm. 18-25)

A related musical gesture appears at other points in the work, evoking in the listener
the image of the past, present, and future the poem refers to in measures eighteen through
twenty-five. In these places, Wyatt emphasizes the convergence of the two passages—
one leading from the past and the other to the future—at the single point that is the
present. This gesture occurs first in measure twenty-nine (ex. 7.3), and again in measure
143 (ex. 7.4).
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Wyatt, A Time of Being, 2.
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EXAMPLE 7.3. The “converging passages” gesture.177 (mm. 29-32)
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Wyatt, A Time of Being, 3.
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EXAMPLE 7.4. The second instance of the “converging passages” gesture.178 (mm. 14144)

The third use of the gesture (measure 173), while essentially identical in pitch content to
measures twenty-nine and 143, encompasses the entire measure (ex. 7.5).
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Wyatt, A Time of Being, 9.
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EXAMPLE 7.5. The third appearance of the “converging passages” gesture.179 (mm. 17175)

This extension of the “passages” gesture alerts the listener that the work has come full
circle; the composer returns listeners to the present by means of a textual and musical
return.
Wyatt also uses a word-painting gesture to underscore the word “moment,” a
poignant gesture occurring only once. In measure sixty-eight the narrator reads “We face
for a moment,” a line from the poem’s second stanza. The narrator reads in a digitallyeffected whisper, providing the listener the sensation that the voice and words originate
from some alternate reality or some deep internal place. The moment of stillness, or
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uncertainty, is broken by a single pitch played on the final sixteenth-note beat in the bar,
immediately followed by the sounding of a tritone interval over four octaves below. Both
the sensation of stillness before and the A-flat immediately following the D create an
empty space in the musical fabric for the pitch to portray “a moment” pointillistically.
The timbre of the synthetically created note is considerably more stout than the sounds
occurring in the few measures before or after, making it stand out by virtue of its
proximity to the text as well as its tonal contrast (ex. 7.6).
EXAMPLE 7.6. The gesture portraying “a moment.”180 (mm. 62-71)

The most apt classification from Godt’s chart for this sound event is that of a melodic
magnitude convention (M), where, according to Godt, a large melodic skip carries a
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meaning akin to “great size, amplitude, distance, effort, power, assurance, boldness.”181
To this author, the sound event has the effect of an exclamation point, “a distinctive indication of major significance.”182 Similar to the text, these word-painting gestures need
to be understood and interpreted within their respective contexts.
Wyatt’s illustration of “passages” and “moment” in A Time of Being are examples of
word-painting in CEA works, and their inclusion in Godt’s categories show their use to
be evolutionary. Several revolutionary aspects, however, of Wyatt using the computer to
word-paint are also apparent. The “passages” gesture underscores the computer’s
virtuosic speed capabilities; in A Time of Being the quarter note is steady at 92 m.m.,
meaning that the “passages” gesture is performed at a burst rate of 736 notes per minute.
The use of digital effects to process the human voice, imbuing it with distinctive shades
of mood and meaning, is heard in the narrator’s reading of “We face for a moment.” The
synthetic timbre of the “moment” sound event demonstrates the control composers have
in crafting new sounds. In today’s computerized world these sound events might not
command the same attention they would have only a few years ago, but in the art music
world, where the norm remains natural rather than synthetic sounds, these sounds remain
revolutionary.
Scott L. Miller, Dies Sanctificatus
Scott L. Miller (b. 1966), an electroacoustic music composer, resides in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, and teaches theory, composition, and electronic music at St. Cloud State
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University (St. Cloud, Minnesota). One of his early pieces, Dies Sanctificatus, is for choir
and electroacoustic soundtrack. The work received its premier performance on 17 April
1998 and was performed for European audiences that same year by the St. Cloud State
University Concert Choir.183 It is a noteworthy example of how the utilization of a
computer to illustrate a text is evolutionary and revolutionary.
For his setting, Miller chose a Latin Psalm Responsory assigned to the monastic hour
of Matins (fig. 7.2).
FIGURE 7.2. The text Dies sanctificatus.184
A holy day has dawned for us:
Dies sanctificatus illuxit nobis
Venite gentes et adorate Dominum
Come, ye people, and worship the Lord
Quia hodie descendit lux magna super terram For today a great Light has descended
upon Earth.
Miller carefully selected particular words to word-paint: “As I do whenever I work with
text,” the composer writes,
I analyzed the text for key words or phrases that seemed to sum up my interpretation of the text, both semantically and poetically. In this case, I was drawn to
the words “dies,” “illuxit,” “venite,” “adorate,” and “lux.” I was also working
under the inspiration of medieval tenor construction, the practice of setting a
single word melismatically over a long period of time. The words I chose produced a kind of subtext, “day has dawned, come worship the light.” This rather
positive notion of light is what I chose to text-paint.185
The composer’s method of working with this text is evolutionary, following the wellworn path to word-painting traveled by preceding generations of composers. His scanning for words to word-paint is reminiscent of Renaissance composers such as Gesualdo
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Scott L. Miller, Dies Sanctificatus (Unpublished Score, 1998), Program Notes.
Scott L. Miller, Dies Sanctificatus, Program Notes.
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Scott L. Miller, electronic correspondence with author, 2 October 2007.
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and Marenzio, who, particularly near the end of that period, deliberately selected texts
that provided opportunities to display their word-painting virtuosity. As Miller’s remarks
also indicate, his method of working with the chant in the electro-acoustic part reflects
another tradition dating back to medieval and Renaissance vocal music—shaping a
work’s overall structure using the cantus firmus technique186 (ex. 7.7).
EXAMPLE 7.7. The Dies sanctificatus chant from the Liber Usualis.187

The method Miller uses to word-paint—using a synthesis technique called sample
granulation—is the revolutionary factor. “Sample granulation,” the composer explains,
tends to produce timbres that metaphorically shimmer. It also tends to allow upper
partials to emerge as melodically interesting musical material, depending on the
settings you use. Given this, the process and the text seemed all rather appropriate
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The cantus firmus technique is rooted in medieval music and in the development of polyphony.
Renaissance composers continued to use it, especially in Mass and motet settings, well into the
sixteenth century.
187
Liber Usualis, 490-91.
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for each other. Since the electroacoustic part is generated from the singing of the
choir, many of the partials created by the choir and emphasized by the processing
will tend to reinforce each other. I went out of my way to isolate less significant
partials, too, and amplify them with highly resonant filters as a means of
transforming the choir’s [frequency] spectrum. Thinking of it like this, I tried to
create an overall timbral experience of shimmering sound that laps over the
audience in an ebb and flow of dawning light/sound, emphasized by the
spatialization of independent streams of sound.188
Miller builds these ebb(s) and flow(s) of dawning light/sound structurally into his
score. The first is placed so that, as the choir diminishes, the shimmering electroacoustic
part prominently breaks through the texture, like the dawning referred to in the text—a
Biblical metaphor for the Second Coming of Christ (ex. 7.8).
EXAMPLE 7.8. Choir diminishes as electroacoustic part comes to the foreground.189 (mm.
1-5)

A second structural ebb and flow occurs roughly mid-way through the work, in measures
fourteen through seventeen, just preceding the climax of the piece (ex. 7.9).
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Scott L. Miller, electronic correspondence with author, 2 October 2007.
Scott Miller, Dies Sanctificatus, 1.
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EXAMPLE 7.9. The second structural ebb and flow, where the shimmering sound of the
electroacoustic part again comes to the fore, preceding the build to the climax.190 (mm. 617)

Following the climax, the choir is instructed again to diminish, cued to sing text for
slightly more than a minute in the manner seen in measure eighteen, and finally joined
together with the electroacoustic part in a shared shimmer of sound at the piece’s conclusion (ex. 7.10). Miller has text-painted using methods of composers who came before
him, going so far as to structure his piece using a medieval compositional technique, but
he has done so using a process only possible with the computer’s unique sound
processing resources.
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Scott Miller, Dies Sanctificatus, 1-2.
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EXAMPLE 7.10. The choral texture as the electroacoustic part “shimmers” like light
following the climax.191 (m. 18a)

Reginald Bain, When I Consider the Heavens
Reginald Bain (b. 1963) is the Composition and Theory Program Coordinator and
Director of the Experimental Music Studio at the University of South Carolina
(Columbia, South Carolina). His CEA work, When I Consider the Heavens (2005),
is a work for SAATTB chorus with electronic sound and projected digital images
on DVD. Using Psalms 8 & 19 as its point of departure, it weaves voice,
telescopic images and electric sound together to create a multimedia tapestry that
celebrates the revelation of God in nature and the age of discovery made possible
by the Hubble Space Telescope.192
The text is Bain’s paraphrase of Psalms 8 and 19 (fig. 7.3).
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Miller, Dies Sanctificatus, 2.
Reginald Bain, When I Consider the Heavens (Columbia, S.C.: Tractatus Edition, 2005), 4.
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FIGURE 7.3. Bain’s paraphrase of Psalms 8 and 19.193
O LORD, our Lord, the heavens declare your glory;
the stars reveal your hands.
Day upon day, night upon night;
sends forth speech, proclaims knowledge.
There is no speech, nor words;
yet their voice goes out through all the Earth.
When I consider the heavens, the work of your fingers;
the fires across the sky proclaim your glory.
Suns burn, beam, blaze, shine across the firmament.
Days return in splendor;
nights through silence sing.
O LORD, our Lord, the heavens declare your glory;
the stars reveal your hands.
In contrast to Miller’s Dies Sanctificatus, where word-painting is the composer’s
central aim, Bain primarily tone-paints in the electroacoustic portion of his work. “[The
electroacoustic part] adds,” the composer says, “an unearthly dimension to [the
piece].”194 Bain effectively uses the computer’s unique sonic capabilities to fashion this
extraterrestrial sound world.
The work’s two themes are derived from a hexatonic pitch collection.195 The first is a
hexatonic sequence of triads (the “main” theme, ex. 7.11), and the second the pitch
collection unfolding over two-measure spans (the “Nebula” theme, ex. 7.12).
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Bain, When I Consider the Heavens, introduction.
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For detailed information regarding the pitch collection Bain utilized, see Appendix C, 213-14.
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EXAMPLE 7.11. The “main” theme, a four-measure hexatonic triad sequence, and its
transpositions.196

EXAMPLE 7.12. The “Nebula” theme.197 (mm. 59-62)

The first theme’s initial appearance occurs in measures sixteen through nineteen, with a
transposition immediately following in measures twenty through twenty-three (ex. 7.13).

196
197

Bain, “Series Study for When I Consider the Heavens.” See Appendix C, 213-14.
Ibid.
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EXAMPLE 7.13. The “main” theme articulated in the choral and electroacoustic parts.198
(mm. 16-23)

The second theme, the “Nebula” theme, appears initially in measures fifty-nine and
following (ex. 7.14), with transpositions found in measures sixty-seven and following,
and in measures seventy-eight and following.
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Reginald Bain, When I Consider the Heavens, 6.
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EXAMPLE 7.14. The “Nebula” theme in the choral and electroacoustic parts.199 (mm. 5763)

A recapitulation of the opening thematic material occurs in measures ninety-two and
following, after which the piece comes to rest gently on a C major tonic chord in
measures 121 and following (ex. 7.15).
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Bain, When I Consider the Heavens, 9.
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EXAMPLE 7.15. The return of the “main” theme, followed by the move to a repose on C
major.200 (mm. 109-126)
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Much of When I Consider the Heaven’s unearthly dimension can be attributed to
Bain’s basing his work on a hexatonic pitch collection. Because this pitch set effectively
removes the expectations tonality imposes—while also resulting in several clear major
and minor triad structures—the sense for the listener is one of otherness, yet at the same
time familiarity. When I Consider the Heavens may not sound like a work whose origins
are in Western music’s “sonic solar system,” but there is ample material having its
origins in Western music’s “sonic galaxy.”
The computer’s word- and tone-painting contributions contribute equally to the
unearthly quality of When I Consider the Heavens. The first is the sounding of the Crystal
Spheres (a synthetically-created instrument in Bain’s score), an instance of word-painting
having qualities of altitudinal, directional, and magnitudinal conventions (M). This
theme-like material appears three times: first in measures five through nine, then in
transposition in measures fifty-three through fifty-six, and, finally, again in its original
form, in measures 100–104. While this material appears in sections of the work devoid of
text, the theme’s melodic qualities point to the word “Heavens” in the title. It fits Godt’s
definition of an altitudinal convention (M) as being high in pitch, therefore referring to
heaven or lightness. It also fits Godt’s directional category (M) by virtue of the final
upward leap, inferring height. Finally, it fits comfortably with Godt’s descrip-tion of a
magnitudinal convention (M), the larger, major-thirteenth leap up following the smaller,
major-seventh leap down, illustrating the concept of great size or distance. Having the
qualities of three word-painting conventions, this musical gesture clearly depicts
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the term “Heavens” in the work’s title. The listener is directed to the heavens above
where, in the composer’s view, “the revelation of God in nature” can be seen.201
A second notable word-painting gesture in When I Consider the Heavens occurs in
the composition’s final measures as it comes to rest on a C-major chord. Godt classifies
this simply as cadence (H), and yet in this work the effect is profound. The text
associated with this gesture is “O LORD, our Lord.” Throughout the piece are numerous
instances of recognizable triadic harmonies, yet prior to the work’s final six measures
those have sounded in the context of a hexatonic system, a system devoid of the harmonic
conventions implicit in Western tonality. At the end of the piece, however, the experience
is one of cadence, with connotations of completion and arrival.
That this device of cadence is associated with the text “O LORD, our Lord” is logical
as the work has evolved through the time of its performance. The multiple soundings of
the Crystal Spheres instrument intended to direct the mind’s eye upward to the limitless
night sky, the climactic sonic illustration of “Suns burn[ing], beam[ing], blaz[ing],
shin[ing] across the firmament”—all testify to God’s glory, according to the Psalmist.
Bain’s use of a strong cadential effect at the end, following the pervading use of a
hexatonic system that, by its nature, avoids a sense of cadence, is sublime.
In this most recent composition considered, Bain makes multifaceted use of the
computer to tone-paint. Prominent in measures one through thirteen are the sounds
themselves: timbrally, there is a certain chill to the sounds, a thinness that, united in one
sound, evokes the reality of space as cold, without oxygen, and inhospitable. Subtler is
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the digital signal processing (DSP) effect, commonly termed detuning, applied to the
electroacoustic sounds. Detuning is the capability of altering the fundamental pitch of a
sound in virtually any way imaginable. A sound Bain uses meriting attention is white
noise, a special type of broad-band sound composed of equal portions of every frequency,
thereby creating a wash of sound. These same sound ingredients are reintroduced near the
end of the piece in measures 100–108.
In When I Consider the Heavens, Bain, utilizing the revolutionary sonic resources of
the computer, succeeds in tone-painting a “musical representation of a work’s broader . . .
world.”202 His word-painting is equally revolutionary. With the exception of the
hexatonic system, all the instances of word- and tone-painting would have been either
impossible or far less effective without the computer. Bain offers a glimpse into the
revolutionary sound world the modern computer offers composers, and samples the sonic
riches found there.
Wyatt, Miller, and Bain used the computer to word- and tone-paint their works’ texts
in evolutionary and revolutionary ways. The onomatopoetic and magnitudinal
conventions in A Time of Being are essentially evolutionary, but the digitally-processed
reading of the text and the virtuosic speed at which the “passages” gestures take place are
revolutionary. The use of the electroacoustic soundtrack as a cantus firmus in Miller’s
Dies Sanctificatus is evolutionary, but the substance of the cantus firmus—sung portions
of the plainchant processed with granular synthesis—is revolutionary. Bain’s use of
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altitudinal, magnitudinal, and directional conventions is evolutionary, but his meticulous
manipulation of timbre to synthesize new sounds is revolutionary. In each of these works
the evolution of word- and tone-painting continues, now accomplished with computers,
the revolutionary musical instrument of our age.
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CHAPTER VIII:
TOWARD SUCCESSFULLY PERFORMING CEA WORKS
On 29 April 2008, I conducted the CEA works discussed in this document. In addition to rehearsing and conducting the pieces, I presented a lecture—following the outlines
of this study—to set a context for the audience. Although I had sung CEA works, this
was my first opportunity to teach and conduct such pieces. It proved a rich learning
experience. In this chapter, I will offer advice from this experience in a framework familiar to conductors on the following topics: selecting literature, gathering needed resources, score preparation, the rehearsal process, and the performance. I hope the
knowledge gained in preparing and performing this program will assist and encourage
others to program these works.
Selecting Literature
Locating CEA works often proves challenging. The occasional recording may contain
one selection, but few ensembles attempt them. Nor is it unusual to be unsuccessful after
searching a music publisher’s catalog. Even the existence of such works may be obscured; music distributers may have no genre classification for CEA music and therefore
not advertise the works. I sought examples of CEA music by posting a message on the
Society for Electroacoustic Music in the United States’s (SEAMUS) website, and
received scores and letters from composers all over the world. Of the three pieces examined within this document, I learned about and obtained one through SEAMUS, while I
learned about the existence and availability of the other two through personal contacts.
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Two additional concerns must be considered when selecting CEA music. First, make
sure you can obtain the necessary equipment. Composers of these works understand this
can be a challenge, and they routinely specify in the score the needed technological
resources. In my case, the scores contained descriptions of the necessary equipment and
directions for set-up. This information was critical in deciding whether or not I could
perform that particular work with the resources at my disposal. Though much of the
equipment was my own, the University of Arizona supplied additional equipment,
including special theater lighting. I rented four floor monitors from a local music store.
Second, a conductor needs to consider copyright issues in programming. Because the
three pieces were self-published, I made arrangements with each composer directly. One
composer accepted payment for the conductor’s score and CD containing the electroacoustic track; another sent gratis copies of the score and soundtrack; and the third extended permission for me to make the needed number of copies and sent me the electroacoustic part—both free of charge.
A unique challenge was contemplating what, if anything, I needed to do to project the
images from the Hubble Space Telescope that are part of Bain’s When I Consider the
Heavens. Many of the images belong to the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), but others are copyrighted by individual astronomers or observatories. I concluded the best strategy was to keep a copy of the images’ owners on hand.
As always, the task for us conductors is to appropriately compensate all parties concerned
for their work and provide credit where required or appropriate.
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Equipment
A host of recommendations will be made in the succeeding paragraphs, the first and
most important of which is a skilled sound technician. During my recital, the sound
technician adjusted the volume of the main speakers, listening carefully for the balance
between choir and electroacoustic tracks; adjusted monitor levels going to the choir; and
adjusted the monitor levels in the in-ear monitor I wore for Wyatt’s A Time of Being, a
work that contained a click track providing the beat. His assistance and expertise was
invaluable. Because, today, many persons are competent in music technology, it is likely
the conductor can recruit a capable student or colleague to assist.
A second recommendation is to obtain the best quality musical equipment available.
The main loudspeakers should be “full-range” (that is, they produce frequencies at the
20Hz-20kHz standard), otherwise the electroacoustic track’s sound quality will be diminished. The same is true of other components. Utilize a professional mixer and amplifier, and if these are unavailable, borrow or rent them. Singers’ monitor speakers
should also be of high quality, as the quality and volume of sound fed back to the singers
is crucial. I checked constantly with the singers about their abilities to hear the soundtracks and made adjustments based upon their comments.
Bain’s When I Consider the Heavens required special lighting. Two problems arose
with respect to the performance, and ultimately were beyond my control. First, I learned
the performance space lacked 240-volt electrical service, so the lights I had envisioned
using could not be utilized. Fortunately, a technician in the theater department told me of
the availability of small spotlights that would work in the space, and secured three for me
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to use during the performance. The second problem arose, however, when the lights did
not arrive in a timely manner prior to the performance. The small spots proved too few
and dim for the singers, making score reading difficult for the choristers. I suggest
researching lighting options for such pieces, and asking a person other than the sound
technician to work lights. I also suggest scheduling a rehearsal dedicated to sound, lighting, and conductor—the CEA equivalent of an instruments-only rehearsal—before combining the full technological complement with the choir.
Finally, safeguard equipment by storing it securely—defending against accidents and
theft—and arrange to have it inventoried and responsibly moved. Make sure the equipment is protected by storing it in a secure area accessible to a limited number of persons.
Learn the extent of and conditions under which insurance policies will insure the equipment in the event of loss. Compile a detailed list of equipment in use, for insurance purposes and to use as an inventory log after each rehearsal and performance. Remember to
arrange a dependable crew to set up, carry, and strike equipment as needed.
Score Preparation
While careful, comprehensive, and imaginative score preparation should always be
the norm, preparing a CEA score for rehearsal and performance requires an extra measure
of each. For example, there may be the need to interpret graphic representations of electroacoustic sounds, as became evident with Wyatt’s A Time of Being. It may prove essential to maintain a steady tactus as a wash of sound with no discernable beat occurs; such
was the case in Dies Sanctificatus. Identify problems and solutions early in the score
study process to assist singers in solving problems they might encounter.
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It is vital for the conductor to develop a comfort level with the electroacoustic track. I
spent many hours listening and conducting to the electroacoustic track for When I
Consider the Heavens because, while the images change at precise times, no click track
provided the beat. During the introduction, I focused my attention on the main beat’s
subdivision, listening for harmonic changes. Through this approach, the electroacoustic
parts, which I copied onto my laptop computer and conducted to daily, became an excellent aid in helping build natural rehearsal and performance gestures for each piece.
Always rehearse using the in-ear monitors to be used during performances; in pieces with
a click-track, the in-ear monitor is the performance lifeline.
Rehearsal
Rehearse the choir with the electroacoustic track as early as possible in the learning
process. In rehearsals for my lecture-recital, singers began working with the electroacoustic track during the second rehearsal session. This familiarizes the choir with the
soundtrack and allows for fine adjustments of monitor placement and volume, an item for
the sound technician to control. Listening to and singing with loudspeakers is quite
different from singing with live, natural instruments, and singers need time to adjust to
the differences. It is also important that the conductor be cognizant that most choral
singers are unacquainted with CEA works. In light of that reality, assist singers to appreciate the CEA piece or pieces selected.
Make the rehearsal process a time to cultivate a conductor role as opposed to a “timekeeper." Work at gaining such command of the score that you feel you are conducting the
electroacoustic part rather than the electroacoustic part conducting you. Of course, syn-
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chronization with the electroacoustic part is essential, but do not permit the electroacoustic track to detract from the conductor role. Encourage singers similarly,
reminding them frequently to sing expressively. Because the electroacoustic part of CEA
works is etched in a fixed medium, the burden of expression, spontaneity, and musicality
during performance lies with the conductor and the choir.
Finally, work with the sound technician. Call upon this individual during rehearsals to
provide you and the choir feedback regarding the overall balance of the forces. After rehearsal, make time to reflect with him/her as to what went well and what things need additional attention and work. Listen to feedback and incorporate this individual’s unique
vantage point into your rehearsal preparation and performance.
Performance
In planning for a successful performance of a CEA piece, it is valuable to again remember that, at most, only a small percentage of listeners will have previously heard a
CEA work. Because the first time an audience hears a piece can be crucial to the work’s
success, think of ways to assist the audience in connecting with the piece. Informative
program notes help, as does directly addressing the audience about the work and providing listening suggestions prior to performance. In my lecture-recital, I provided a context
for each work before performing, hoping that would kindle such connections.
With respect to technology, the best thing you and the sound technician can do is be
mindful. Arrive with ample time to set up equipment. Double check that cables are securely plugged in. Test CD, DVD, and tape players. Check that controls on the mixer or
amplifier are in the correct positions. Though there is a limit to what one can do to pro-
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vide backup systems, try to obtain such things for the most vulnerable components. For
my performance I had a plan in case the DVD or CD player—both commercial, non-professional units—failed.
Conductors know that in performance unexpected events occur and are magnified in
that setting. During my lecture-recital, my monitor unexpectedly popped out of my ear,
something not previously experienced. I took it in stride—as did the audience—but next
time I conduct such a work I will fix the cable securely. There are many possibilities for
something going awry—a delay in the CD starting, a mute switch on the main outputs of
the mixer inadvertently switched on—so one must be ready to calmly help the choir and
audience to acknowledge the problem and move on. Sometimes the most awkward or
funny mistakes make a performance more memorable and human for everyone. Do your
best to prevent such things, but if something technological in nature does not go as
planned, assess the situation, remedy it if possible, and proceed.
At every point in the process of selecting, preparing, and performing a CEA work
there are steps to take that will set the stage for a successful and satisfying experience for
all. Selecting quality literature, ensuring you have the equipment and the assistance of a
sound technician, carefully preparing the score, introducing the electroacoustic part to the
choir early in the rehearsal process, having backup systems in place for delicate pieces of
equipment, and being prepared to take performance surprises in stride—these will help
ensure that you and the choir offer quality performances of CEA works.
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CHAPTER IX:
CONCLUSION
Summation
This study began with an overview of word- and tone-painting in Western art music
from the Renaissance period through the Twentieth Century. Examples of word-painting,
the predominant technique used in the Renaissance, were presented from works by
Josquin, Lassus, and Marenzio. These examples showed composers’ growing interest in
illustrating their texts in music. In the beginning of the period, the music seemed distant
from the text, as if they were two separate entities moving on parallel tracks. In the
middle of the period, Josquin and Lassus seem to have found an ideal balance, where the
text shaped the music in important ways while not diminishing the integrity of the music.
In the latter part of the period, this balance shifted, resulting in works where the text
controlled most aspects of musical content.
A revolution in texture was the chief feature of the Baroque period, with an increased
use of homophony as opposed to the polyphony of the Renaissance period. Within
Baroque homophonic textures, the elements of rhythm, melody, harmony and timbre
could be varied even more dramatically to portray the words’ meanings. Rhetorical
concepts and techniques underwent further classification and codification, and composers
incorporated them into their music. Of special import to this study is the combining of
choral forces with instrumental ensembles playing independent rather than interchangeable parts. As these two forces combined, the tradition of tone-painting, where the
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instrumental ensemble was able to create a recognizable background or mood for the
choral forces, began to flourish.
Despite formal preoccupations, developing a commonly understood musical harmonic language, and, above all, cultivating a sense of symmetry and naturalness in music, word- and tone-painting continued in the classical period. Particular word-painting
techniques became associated with certain texts—such as the tradition of setting the
“Cum sancto Spiritu” from the Credo of the Mass to a fugue. At the end of the period,
setting a text as secular as it was sacred, Haydn brought word-painting to a vivid level in
The Creation.
As much and more than at any other time, tone-painting flourished in the Romantic
period. Composers gained a virtuosic command of the Classic-Romantic orchestra that
enabled them to create a mood or background that portrayed the emotional content of
choral-orchestral works. This ability was stretched to the limit in the programmatic works
of Berlioz and Liszt, who aimed to create works that followed specific narratives. Less
radical composers such as Brahms used their orchestral complement in choral-orchestral
works in a more balanced manner, resulting in a more restrained but equally powerful
manner to tone-paint.
With the dawn of the twentieth century, a striking fragmentation took place within the
musical world, yet choral composers remained relatively conservative, continuing to
value word- and tone-painting in their compositions. The pairing of the computer with
choir, however, created a new genre, choral-electroacoustic (CEA) works, with new
possibilities. Near the end of the twentieth century and the beginning of the twenty-
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first—the time Wyatt composed A Time of Being, Miller Dies Sanctificatus, and Bain
When I Consider the Heavens—CEA works began to take exhibit a new maturity. This
was not only because computer-processing power and ease of use was increasing, but
because composers had begun to exploit and master computers’ immense capabilities,
bringing CEA works to a new level.
Implications for Further Research
Several potential areas of study present themselves.


There is a need for an updated listing of CEA works composed over the past
30 years. Unless this work is done, the potential for these works to be heard
remains seriously diminished.



As Allan Atlas has suggested, further research is needed into word-painting’s
manifestation before the Renaissance period. Is it possible to identify
particular word-painting conventions that existed in the large body of
plainchant, or in plainchant’s various “families?” Was the early use of polyphony in any way linked to the texts set?



More research regarding the evolving relationship between words and music
is needed, particularly as it evolved during the transitions into, and durations
of, the Romantic and Twentieth Century periods.



Because of the strong support this research has provided for Irving Godt’s
“Systematic Classification,” this author believes Godt’s work has the potential
to be expanded—especially with reference to CEA works.

The tradition of word- and tone-painting in Western civilization’s choral music has
steadily evolved over the past 500 years. It has been only during the past 50 years,
however, that composers have had access to computers’ revolutionary power and have
contributed to the choral tradition through this technological advancement. Whereas the
determination of what position CEA works occupy in choral music may be premature, it
is not too early to affirm that CEA music has reached a place where composers, con-
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ductors, singers, and audience members can experience aesthetic satisfaction upon
composing, performing, and/or hearing such works. Composers will continue to imagine
and create new music based on the current ideas and available mediums that inspire,
influence, and shape them. CEA works are poised to be a meaningful genre in choral
music’s future.
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APPENDIX A: A SYSTEMATIC CLASSIFICATION OF
SEMANTIC TEXT INFLUENCES203
SOUND (S)
•
•

•
•

SILENCE (rests, interruptio): silence, breathlessness, sighs, breathing, death, cutting, breaking, pause, amazement, absence
ONOMATOPOETIC CONVENTIONS: conventional imitations of animal cries, natural
sounds, musical instruments; voice timbres (young/old; shrill/sweet;
masculine/feminine)
RANGE CONVENTIONS: high/low = small/large, activity/repose, feminine/masculine, young/old, loud/soft, distant/close, life/death
NUMERICAL CONVENTIONS: solo = alone, one
duet = binary concepts, coupling of lovers
few/many = increase, decrease;
tutti = totality, unanimity, multitude.
Large ensembles = multitude

•

TEXTURE CONVENTIONS: imitation = following, sequence, directional motion, order polyphony = congeries (plenitude), disorder, difference, conflict high/low =
feminine, youth, positive/masculine, age, negative congruence = all (totality),
sameness, unity, simplicity, purity, beauty
parallelism = unanimity; “fauxbourdon” = lamentation 1+3 (+4 etc.) = conflict
(but also: sameness, unanimity!)

•

•

203

DYNAMICS: loud vs. soft = large/small, strong/weak, male/female,
strength/weakness, authority/subjection, young/old (or, depending on context,
old/young!)
VOCAL REGISTRATION (Vocal Orchestration): treble/bass = old/young, feminine/masculine, light/dark, height/depth, life/death, heaven/earth

Irving Godt, “A Systematic Classification for Madrigalisms,” Ars Lyrica (1993), 75-81. Reproduced by
permission of the Lyrica Society for Word-Music Relations. Through this study I have found ample
support for Godt’s seminal work. Of the sixty-four distinct conventions Godt lists in his systematic
classification, at least fifty have appeared in these pages. Moreover, the various meanings Godt attaches
to each convention were frequently found to correlate with the meaning of the musical context in which
they were found.
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HARMONY (H)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HARMONIC TENSION: poetic or emotional tension
HARMONIC STASIS: poetic or emotional stasis, great size, Earth, affirmation, delay, void
ABRUPT CHANGE: changing context, emphasis, negation
FLAT MOVEMENTS: sweetness, softness, lamentation
SHARP MOVEMENTS: harshness, bitterness
TONAL AMBIGUITY: poetic or emotional instability or uncertainty, chaos, negation
MODULATION: change, disorder, uncertainty, negation
DISSONANCE: unpleasant, painful or unstable ideas
CHROMATICISM: pain, effort, strangeness, grief
KEY CONVENTIONS: major/minor = cheerful/sad
KEY CONTRAST: difference, distance, displacement
CHANGE TO MONOPHONY: dearth, rhetorical emphasis by contrast (noema)
RETURN TO HARMONY: abundance, congeries, rhetorical emphasis by contrast
SUSPENSION: delay, yearning
CADENCE: completion, fullness

MELODY (M)
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ALTITUDE CONVENTIONS: high = heaven, lightness, flying, light, greatness, triumph, (activity?), happiness (despair?) low = Earth, grave, rest, darkness, sorrow,
defeat
DIRECTIONAL CONVENTIONS: upward = height, climbing, flying, resurrection,
hope, affirmation, joy, growth, triumph; downward=fall, sadness, despair, negation, death, burial, defeat, diminution
MAGNITUDE CONVENTIONS (Interval size with image size): semitones = smallness, gentleness, sympathy, humility, hesitance, timidity, weakness, proximity
large skips = great size, amplitude, distance, effort, power, assurance, boldness
MELISMATIC CONVENTIONS: fluid elements (fire, air, water), motion, animate
creatures, spatial extension, emphasis
CONJUNCT MOTION: tranquil, pleasant, or simple ideas
IRREGULAR DISJUNCT MOTION: restlessness, uncertainty, tension
CIRCULATIO: round objects, circular motion, perfection
TRIADIC MOTION: trumpets, valor, authority, empire, joy
SEQUENCE: repetition, cumulatio, congeries
INVERSION: reversal, antithesis, negation
CHROMATICISM: pain, effort, lament, strangeness, mystery
UNCONVENTIONAL INTERVALS: effort, error, strangeness
MONOTONE: physical or emotional stasis, Earth, emptiness, permanence, insistence
RETURNING PITCH: insistence, persistence, stability, return
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•
•
•

OSCILLATIONS: trembling, sinuous movement, sensuality
REPETITIVE FIGURES: repetitive actions (cradle rocking, etc.)
NON-PICTORIAL MELISMAS: melismatic emphasis

RHYTHM (R)
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TEMPO CONVENTIONS: speed = brevity, impermanence, haste, fear, flight, merriment, lightness, light, vitality; slowness = slow, delay, rest, permanence,
tranquility, endurance, confidence, heaviness, darkness, death,
DURATIONAL CONVENTIONS: short notes = smallness, rapidity, brevity, jollity,
fear, light, lightness; long notes = massiveness, slowness, tranquility, weight,
heaviness of spirit, darkness
RESTS: see SOUND
REGULARITY: continuity, movement toward or away; flow, flying, tranquility, affirmation
IRREGULARITY: restlessness, jollity, intermittence, interruption, gesture (?), negation, uncertainty, confusion
REPETITION: repetitio, cumulatio (small dimension), non-pictorial emphasis or intensification, affirmation
TRIPLE METER CONTRAST: dance, cheerfulness, joy, eroticism
METER CHANGE: change of topic or mood, new emphasis, fickleness, uncertainty
RHYTHMIC CONFLICTS: poetic conflict or opposition, confusion
RHYTHMIC DENSENESS: confusion, conflict, enthusiasm
LONG-SHORT FIGURES: Slow = stretching, leaning, yearning; Fast = hopping,
leaping, jollity
REVERSE DOTTING: negation, hopping, leaping, limping, awkwardness, shaking,
willfulness
DOT LENGTHENING: stretch, flow, delay, yearning

GROWTH (G)
•
•
•
•
•

RETURN OF REPETITION = return, repetition, affirmation, increase (also: text repetition)
CONTRAST = contrast, conflict, antithesis, denial
VARIATION TECHNIQUE = sameness or change (variability)!
ADDITIVE STRUCTURES = enlargement, increase, cumulatio
OSTINATO = permanence, repetition, law, eternity, but also restlessness, tragedy!
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INDIRECT APPLICATIONS (IA)
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

PRE-EXISTENT MUSICAL EMBLEMS (such as the crux; ostinato + descending
fourth = lament, etc.)
THEMATIC ASSOCIATIONS (similar to leitmotiv): symbolic or dramatic identifications, e.g., Dies irae with death; also fanfares, national tunes and commercial
jingles
HEXACHORD CONVENTIONS: traditional associations with hardness and softness
(ideas, emotions, objects)
NUMBER SYMBOLISM: number of voices, entries, motives, etc. may have conventional associations (e. g., triple time may symbolize the Trinity or perfection)
SOGGETTO CAVATO DALLE VOCALI
AUGENMUSIK
COMPOSER-DEFINED MEANINGS: Don’t we wish Beethoven hadn’t made that remark about Fate knocking at the door!
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APPENDIX B: THE COMPUTER: A NEW TOOL FOR
AN OLD TRADITION
As in every sphere of human endeavor, the computer has become embedded in the
musical world—particularly in electroacoustic music, a genre dependent upon the creation, manipulation, and use of electronic sound. A brief overview of the device’s development with respect to music will provide context for understanding its revolutionary
potential. This overview recounts the device’s development in three periods: 1950-70,
1970-90, and 1990 to the present.
Though the modern computer’s origins are often traced to the 1940s, 1951 remains
the seminal point in the machine’s development with significance to this study. In 1951,
“the first truly commercial computer, the UNIVAC (UNIVersal Automatic Computer)
entered production . . . establishing a market that was to gather further momentum in
1953, with the release of IBM’s first model, the 701.”204 These first commercially available computers—big, expensive, and created to solve scientific, mathematical, technical,
and business problems—were rarely used for musical ends. Peter Manning writes,
“Demanding applications such as digital synthesis were invariably treated as a
low priority, resulting in considerable delays and major restrictions on what could be
realistically attempted.”205
The earliest experiments with sound and computers were performed for purely practical applications. In the mid-1950s, Bell Telephone Laboratories made the first attempts at
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synthesizing sound as part of research into digitizing telephone calls. Notably, “[t]he research team quickly realized that despite some major technical obstacles, there was a distinct possibility that full bandwidth transmission systems could be developed, capable of
handling broadcast-quality music.”206
Two other developments during this time were significant for computers’ musical
use. In 1957, Max Matthews, a Bell Laboratories research engineer, developed a program
named MUSIC I, and the following year a more advanced version, MUSIC II. MUSIC I
was designed for use on an IBM 704 computer, and MUSIC II for use on an IBM 7094.
The IBM 7094 was considered a second generation computer because of its incorporation
of transistor-based circuits. Matthew’s MUSIC programs are considered the oldest
ancestor of Csound, a program written in 1986 at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and still in use.207 The second development was the invention of integrated
circuits, the incorporation of which, beginning in 1965 with the IBM System 360
computer, became a major milestone leading to today’s personal desktop computers.208
Whereas 1950 to 1970 was a time when musicians sought and obtained access to
computer technology via music-specific software, and computers were installed in the
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world’s electronic music studios, in the period 1970 to 1990 musicians began harnessing
the computer’s power and capabilities for musical purposes. Manning notes, however,
this did not happen immediately:
By the middle of the 1970s, the development of computer music had thus expanded to embrace not only software synthesis and computer-assisted composition but also a variety of hybrid synthesis applications.209 The complexities of
digital technology and the associated expense still concentrated activities in hands
of the few, for the most part enjoying support from well-endowed institutions and
organizations. Although this exclusivity was slowly beginning to erode, the
longer-term development of the medium was still highly dependent on the activities of leading research institutions.210
This exclusivity ended in 1977 with the introduction of three integrated “microcomputer”
systems: the Commodore PET, the Radio Shack TRS-80, and the Apple II. Another
significant introduction occurred
in 1981 [when] the computing giant IBM entered the microcomputer market with
the launch of the IBM PC, based on a sixteen-bit 8088 microprocessor, a
specially modified version of the 8086. Despite a number of shortcomings . . .
IBM steadily secured a growing share of the market.211
While “ . . . it was still far from evident that the personal computer would become the
primary technology for the [music] industry as a whole,” rapid strides were made that
resulted in microcomputers assuming tasks previously possible only on large mainframe
computers.212
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The 1980s witnessed further development of microcomputer technology and its incorporation into the electroacoustic music realm. The adoption and publication of the
Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) protocol by the music industry in 1983 was
among the most significant developments. Succinctly defined,
MIDI is a specification for a communications protocol principally used to control
electronic musical instruments. It consists of two parts: 1) a set of commands, or
the MIDI “language,” and 2) the details for the electrical way those commands are
transmitted and received.213
MIDI immediately became the means by which synthesizers and other digital (and later,
modified analog) devices could communicate with and control each other. It also became
the means by which microcomputers could communicate with and control synthesizers.
The MIDI protocol led to the commercial development of sequencers, patch editors,
music theory and scoring programs, in addition to MIDI Time Code (MTC)-based
hardware. Though slow by current processing standards, MIDI remains a vital component
in many music performance and production environments.
The second significant development for the music world that unfolded during the
1980s was the rise of UNIX-based computer workstations and, simultaneously, the
gradual supplanting of these systems by microcomputers today termed “personal computers.” Considerably less expensive than their mainframe siblings, workstations by Sun,
SADiE, Sonic Solutions, and NeXT became the tools of choice for high-end audio
processing due to their power, specific design for high-end audio, and reliance on the
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UNIX operating system.214 Simultaneously, developments to the personal computing
platform continued. As personal computers’ power and capabilities grew, numerous
commercial companies produced software that, by means of the MIDI protocol, linked
personal computers with synthesizers, samplers, and tone modules to create what came to
be known as MIDI-based studios. The next step involved integrating analog tape recorders into the MIDI studio, an integration ingeniously accomplished by means of
MTC.215
The third aspect of the computer’s developmental history with respect to music in the
1970s and 1980s was rooted in the growing complexity and power of hardware and
software. In the mid-1980s, a company called Digidesign created software for the
Macintosh computer that sought to bring the synthesis and digital editing capabilities of
electroacoustic sound studios to the personal computer platform. The company marketed
digital sound processing (DSP) cards designed to add hardware-based sound processing
resources, as personal computers, running natively, lacked the needed processing power.
In effect, Digidesign sold a computer to be inserted into a computer—a computer whose
sole task was to process sound. Coupled with its proprietary software, Sound Tools (later
renamed Pro Tools), Digidesign’s combination of hardware and software turned the
personal computer into an audio workstation—although in its initial incarnations it lacked
the power of dedicated workstation or mainframe computers.
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Since 1990, the rapid pace of integrating computers into the creation, manipulation,
recording and reproduction of sound has continued. In 1991, a digital recorder that stored
information on magnetic tape, the Alesis ADAT, ignited what became known as the
Home Studio Revolution. This tape recorder offered eight tracks of CD-quality recording
via analog and digital input and output, at a lower price than the proprietary Digidesign
systems, and was rapidly adopted as a standard in professional and home-based recording
facilities. Eventually, however, hard-disk random access recording—the core concept
behind Digidesign and other companies’ hardware and software offerings—replaced
magnetic tape-based recording almost entirely.
At the same time, a number of software-based audio workstations appeared utilizing
the personal computer’s native processing power to perform the same tasks as
Digidesign’s proprietary hardware and software combination. By about 2005, a top-ofthe-line, off-the-shelf Macintosh- or Windows-based computer could simultaneously
create, manipulate, and record sound, either natively or with only a single digital input
and output (I/O) card inserted into the computer. To place this in perspective, in 1951, the
most powerful computers in the world were incapable of accomplishing any of those
tasks, yet only half a century later, a single desktop computer could simultaneously
perform all.216
Advancements in the range of human endeavors have not been based solely on
technological advancement; instead, advancements have resulted from the complex in-
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teraction between humans and technology. The computer’s capabilities of working with
sound vastly expanded during the latter half of the twentieth century, but the vision of
harnessing this technology took shape in the human imagination long ago.
Prominent in the first two decades of the twentieth century was an interest in new
musical aesthetic values. Melody, harmony, rhythm, structure—the elements that had
crystallized over a thousand years to define Western music—were questioned, evaluated,
rejected, changed, and reinterpreted. Along with this interest was a desire on the part of
composers to expand their available sonic resources, and that, perhaps more than
anything else, set the stage for electroacoustic music.217
Writing in 1916, a time that reverberated with late-flowering Romantic sounds as
well as the startling music of the new century, Ferruccio Busoni (1866-1924) argued
broadly against composers uncritically perpetuating past musical conventions, and urged
them to move into the twentieth century with imagination and creativity:
What wonderful hopes and fantastic ideas will become available! Who has not at
some time ‘floated’ in a dream, and believed firmly that the dream was real? Let
us undertake to return music to its original essence. Let us free it from architectonic, acoustic, and aesthetic dogmas. Let us allow it to be pure invention and experience in harmonies, forms, and tone colors (since invention and experience are
not exclusively the provenance of melody). Let us allow it to follow the curve of
the rainbow and compete with the clouds in breaking up the rays of the sun. Music is nothing other than nature mirrored in and reflected back by the human soul.
It is sounding air, reaching out beyond the air; and it resides just as universally
and fully in humanity itself as in all creation. For it can gather into itself and flow
outward without losing intensity. 218
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Luigi Russolo (1885-1947), a painter in the early years of the Italian Futurist
movement who later abandoned painting to become a musician, dreamed of new possibilities, and exhorted composers to invent and experience new tone colors. In 1913, he
issued a manifesto entitled The Art of Noises in which he argued passionately for an
expansion of sound materials heretofore considered “noise” in the Western art music
tradition:
Futurist musicians must constantly broaden and enrich the field of sound. This is a
need of our senses. Indeed, we note in present-day composers of genius a tendency toward the most complex dissonances. Moving further and further away
from pure musical sound [and by this he means sounds produced by the then-traditional body of musical instruments and being generally recognized as “musical”], they have almost reached the noise-sound. This need and this tendency can
only be satisfied by the supplementary use of noise and its substitution for musical sounds.219
Russolo, almost as predictive as he was prescriptive—and decades before the term
musique concréte was coined—advocated utilizing the twentieth century’s entire sonic
environment as compositional material:
Let us wander through a great modern city with our ears more attentive than our
eyes, and distinguish the sounds of water, air, or gas in metal pipes, the purring of
motors (which breathe and pulsate with an indubitable animalism), the throbbing
of valves, the pounding of pistons, the screeching of gears, the clatter of streetcars
on their rails, the cracking of whips, the flapping of awnings and flags. We shall
amuse ourselves by orchestrating in our minds the noise of the metal shutters of
store windows, the slamming of doors, the bustle and shuffle of crowds, the multitudinous uproar of railroad stations, forges, mills, printing presses, power stations, and underground railways.220
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Busoni and Russolo envisioned and advocated a music enriched by sounds previously
dismissed as noise; Russolo even imagined instruments by which families of noises
would be produced mechanically.221 As outlandish as their words must have sounded to
their contemporaries, from an historical perspective they were prophetic.
French composer Edgard Varèse (1883-1965) possessed the skill, awareness, and
determination to address the musical and scientific worlds. His vision and efforts blazed
the path to a technological endeavor with an artistic aim: electroacoustic music. “Perhaps
more than any other composer of his time,” Manning asserts, “[Varèse] pioneered in his
instrumental music the aesthetics that were necessary for the acceptance of electronic
sound-processing techniques in musical composition.”222 Inspired by Busoni’s ideas,
Varèse, as early as 1916, urged the creation of new instruments to fashion new sound
material, and for the next two decades labored to enlist the assistance of science to make
his vision reality. Unfortunately, his aspirations remained unrealized at the time, and
more than twenty years later his message was fundamentally the same:
Personally, for my conceptions, I need an entirely new medium of expression: a
sound-producing machine (not a sound-reproducing one). Today it is possible to
build such a machine with only a certain amount of added research. If you are curious to know what such a machine could do that the orchestra with its man-powered instruments cannot do, I shall try briefly to tell you: whatever I write, whatever my message, it will reach the listener unadulterated by ‘interpretation.’ It will
work something like this: after a composer has set down his score on paper by
means of a new graphic notation, he will then, with the collaboration of a sound
engineer, transfer the score directly to this electric machine. After that, anyone
will be able to press a button to release the music exactly as the composer wrote
it—exactly like opening a book.223
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Striking in this quote is Varèse’s understanding that the new music he imagined
would require a different type of musical notation, plus a sound engineer’s assistance for
realization. He goes on to describe a number of advantages that a composer, working in
such a medium, would enjoy:
And here are the advantages I anticipate from such a machine: liberation from the
arbitrary, paralyzing tempered system; the possibility of obtaining any number of
cycles or, if still desired, subdivisions of the octave, and consequently the formation of any desired scale; unsuspected range in low and high registers; new harmonic splendors obtainable from the use of sub-harmonic combinations now
impossible; the possibility of obtaining any differentiation of timbre, of soundcombinations; new dynamics far beyond the present human-powered orchestra; a
sense of sound-projection in space by means of the emission of sound in any part
or in many parts of the hall, as may be required by the score; cross-rhythms unrelated to each other, treated simultaneously, or, to use the old word, “contrapuntally,” since the machine would be able to beat any number of desired notes, any
subdivision of them, omission or fraction of them—all these in a given unit of
measure or time that is humanly impossible to attain.224
As earnestly as Varèse desired musicians and scientists to collaborate on building such an
instrument, however, his desire was not that the new technology replace instruments of
the past, but rather augment them:
Because for so many years I crusaded for new instruments with what may seem a
fanatical zeal, I have been accused of desiring nothing less than the destruction of
all musical instruments and even of all performers. This is, to say the least, an exaggeration. Our new liberating medium—the electronic—is not meant to replace
the old musical instruments, which composers, including myself, will continue to
use. Electronics is an additive, not a destructive, factor in the art and science of
music. It is because new instruments have been constantly added to the old ones
that Western music has such a rich and varied patrimony.225
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For a man possessing such far-reaching musical vision and occupying such a prophetic
place in music history, Varèse’s compositional output is surprisingly small. Fifteen completed works comprise his oeuvre, and of those only three are for or include tape (electronic) music.226 Yet his vision and music were foundational pieces of the bridge the
younger generation of electroacoustic composers—including John Cage (1912-1992),
Pierre Schaeffer (1910-1995), and Karlheinz Stockhausen (1928-2007)—would cross.
Sound synthesis is a product of the modern age, distinguished from previous ages by
harnessing the power of electricity and electronics. The term itself is from the Greek
word syntithenai (σιντεθεναι), which means “to put together.” One aspect of the term’s
meaning is “the composition or combination of parts or elements so as to form a
whole”; another is “produced artificially or man-made”; and yet another, “something
resulting from synthesis rather than occurring naturally.”227
Used with respect to music, the term synthesis embraces all these definitions, and is
an overarching one referring to four fundamental methods of generating sound with electricity. The first may be termed electrically-produced sounds, and describes the earliest
ideas and inventions used to do so. Among the best known of these inventions are
Thaddeus Cahill’s Telharmonium, also known as the Dynamophone (1906); the
Theremin (1924); the Spharophon (1927); the Dynaphone (1927-28); the Ondes Martenot
(1928); the Givelet (1929); the Trautonium (1930); and the Hammond Organ (1935). The
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common trait these instruments shared was the utilization of electricity to generate
sound.228
The second category may be termed electronically manipulated sounds, that is,
sounds recorded to magnetic tape and then manipulated by the composer operating the
tape recorder.229 This method led to some of the earliest electroacoustic compositions, as
well as a distinction between the sources of the recorded sounds. In its earliest stages, the
approach known as musique concréte utilized naturally occurring sounds as sonic material and was associated with studios in Paris. Elektronische Musik, a second approach,
began with the use of electronically produced sounds as material for manipulation, and
was indigenous to German studios.230 While this distinction was of some value with respect to the earliest experiments in electronic sound and composition, Francis Dhomont
(b. 1926), an electroacoustic pioneer during these years, recalls that, though
“[a]ntagonistic at first, the schools of musique concréte and electronic music finally
shared their sources and techniques, and were globally identified as electro-acoustic
music.”231 In the end, sound is sound, no matter its origins, and the early distinctions
between raw sound materials were short-lived.
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The third method for producing sound—synthesizing sound in the analog domain—
led to the man-made connotations generally associated with the term synthesis. This
method was the result of using analog devices such as oscillators, waveform generators,
ring modulators, and filters to create sounds. Some of these early synthesizers were used
specifically for generating synthesized sound to magnetic tape, where it could then be
subjected to further manipulation; other synthesizers were also incorporated into live
performance situations. The earliest instrument of significance—made famous by its use
by Milton Babbit at Radio Corporation of America’s (RCA) Princeton Laboratories and
Columbia University—was the RCA Mark II Synthesizer.232 Later implementations of
this technology—only made much smaller and more affordable by the invention of
integrated circuits—included synthesizers made by Robert Moog, Donald Buchla, and
companies such as ARP and EMS Ltd.233
The fourth method—synthesizing sound in the digital domain—integrated and extended the principals and ideas of the other three methods of creating and manipulating
sound. As noted earlier, the earliest attempts at digitizing sound occurred in the mid1950s in Bell Telephone’s research laboratories in New Jersey.234 Instead of being
accomplished by the control of electrical voltage—as took place in the analog domain—
in the digital domain, sound was created, combined, and manipulated with numbers in
binary computer languages. Yamaha’s introduction of their pioneering DX7 family of
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synthesizers (1983), implementing Frequency Modulation (FM) synthesis developed
primarily by Jon Chowning at Stanford University in the 1970s, was a landmark moment
in digital synthesis history, and spurred development of multiple, commercially available
hardware-based platforms.235 This step led naturally to digital synthesis becoming
software- instead of hardware-based—the current, still-evolving situation in today’s
marketplace.
For composers implementing word- and tone-painting in CEA works, the current
generation of computers runs extremely sophisticated synthesis software, offering a
virtually limitless sound palette. While Csound, a descendant of Max Mathews’ original
MUSIC programs and created in 1985 by Barry Vercoe, remains a software tool of
choice for some composers, other options are available.236 Many composers use the feature-rich tools of Cycling ‘74’s Max/MSP and James McCartney’s SuperCollider software. A software-hardware combination running a program named Kyma, designed and
manufactured by Symbolic Sound, offers astonishing power to work with sound and
create music in the digital domain. While new types of synthesis are constantly being
created and experimented with, composers continue designing viable sounds and composing works with the so-called classic synthesis techniques:237
Although the . . . techniques are called classic, they are by no means a thing of the
past. In fact some of these [synthesis techniques] are only beginning to fulfill their
true potential since the advent of computer systems with fast processing speeds,
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which have given a new lease of life and extended the possibilities they offer,
particularly in the generation of dynamic complex spectra.238
Today’s sophisticated software, paired with the vast power of the current personal computer generation, has opened the path to the uncharted sound landscape Busoni and
Russolo urged composers to explore and the new sonic world Varèse foresaw.
In addition, the steady development of hardware devices called controllers—devices
that control various functions of particular hardware and software combinations—enable
computers to become chameleon-like in how they are used. By far the most common type
of controller for music has been a keyboard. As a means by which to translate human
movements into sequences of musical sound events, the keyboard has been a standard for
hundreds of years, and much of Western art music is a direct result of its existence. Yet a
keyboard is only one means by which humans make music.
Musical ideas can be communicated to a computer in a variety of ways: breath controllers use breath pressure; percussion pads use the impact of hands or sticks; and a
MIDI-equipped guitar or violin translates the standard techniques used to play these
instruments into digital signals the computer understands. Recently developed controllers
include gloves that respond to hand movements; strips that respond to a finger’s touch;
and body suit sensors that respond to a dancer’s movements. As these devices’ capabilities continue to expand, and as new types of controllers are invented, the computer’s
usefulness to musicians will do likewise.
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The ever-increasing power of computer hardware and software, along with the development of new ways to use and control this power, places a new kind of brush in
composers’ hands. Added to the limitless potential computers have to generate new
sounds and process old (i.e., previously recorded) ones, these machines are nothing less
than revolutionary to the compositional process in general, and to word- and tonepainting in particular. It is not an overstatement to say that the incorporation of the
computer is the equivalent of adding independent instruments to choir in the Baroque, or
the expansion of the Classical orchestra in the nineteenth century.
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APPENDIX C: PITCH SET INFORMATION RELATED TO
WHEN I CONSIDER THE HEAVENS
Pitch material, themes, and harmonic progressions in When I Consider the Heavens
are derived from the hexatonic system, defined in the New Grove as
A term applied to any music, mode or scale based on a system of six different
pitches to the octave. It has been adopted by Richard Cohn to refer (by analogy
with Octatonic) to the six-note scale or collection consisting of alternating minor
3rds and semitones. The scale has only four distinct transpositions, and is
therefore a “mode of limited transposition” under Messiaen's definition, although
it was not documented by him. Schuster-Craig traces examples of the collection
(which he terms “Mode Ib”) in music by Liszt, Rimsky-Korsakov and Bartók.239
While an in-depth discussion of hexatonic systems is beyond the scope of this work, a
basic overview of its implementation in When I Consider the Heavens is valuable in
understanding the role harmony plays in tone-painting. A particular hexatonic set of
pitches—worked out with the technique Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971) utilized called
“arrays”—appears throughout the work (ex. C.1 and fig. C.1).
EXAMPLE C.1. The four hexatonic pitch collections in When I Consider the Heavens.240
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FIGURE C.1. The “verticals” Bain derives from a Stravinsky Array, along with other
pitch-set information.241
SERIES STUDY
for
When I Consider the Heavens (2005)
P0: C G B E-flat A-flat E A B-flat D D-flat F G-flat
opci:
7
4
4
5
8
5
1
4 11
4 1
ic:
5
4
4
5
4
5
1
4
1
4 1
Discrete Trichords:

(015) (015) (015) (015)
3-4
3-4
3-4
3-4

Discrete Tetrachords:
4-19

(0148) (0126)
4-5
4-7

6-20

(014589)
6-20

Discrete Hexachords:

(0145)

(014589)

Trichords are derived:
P0 I3
Tetrachords are not derived.
Series is hexachordally combinatorial at:
P2 P6 P10 I1 I5 I9 R0 R4 R8 RI3 RI7 RI11
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APPENDIX D: PERMISSIONS
5 February 2009
Dear Dr. Thompson,
You have our permission to cite the material requested, provided you acknowledge and
thank the Lyrica Society for Word-Music Relations in your dissertation.
Do consider joining our Society: the membership form may be downloaded along with
the rest of our current Newsletter, to be found at www.lyricasociety.org
<http://www.lyricasociety.org> .
Best wishes,
Paul-André Bempéchat, President
Lyrica Society for Word-Music Relations

21 January 2009
Dear Doug,
It's good to hear from you. You have my permission to use portions of the score as
examples.
All best,
Reg
-Reginald Bain, Professor
Composition and Theory Program Coordinator
and Director of the Experimental Music Studio (xMUSE)
School of Music
813 Assembly St.
University of South Carolina
Columbia, SC 29208
(803) 777-8183
rbain@mozart.sc.edu
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3 September 2008
Hi Doug,
Please feel free to reproduce as much or as little of the score as you need for your
dissertation. Thank you for asking, I do appreciate it, although I think it is from a fair-use
perspective not necessary for a scholarly document, especially if you will only be using
excerpts. I also look forward to your review and hope you're successful in spreading the
news.
Best,
Scott
***************************************
Scott L. Miller, Ph.D.
Professor of Composition, Electroacoustic Music, and Theory
PAC 222
Department of Music
St. Cloud State University
720 Fourth Avenue South
Saint Cloud MN 56301

27 July 2009
From: s-wyatt@illinois.edu
Re: A Time of Being
Hi Douglas,
You have my permission to use the following in your dissertation:
Here are the measure numbers from A Time of Being:
1-15, 18-25, 29-32, 141-144, 171-175, 62-71
Plus, the text I wrote.
Best wishes,
Scott Wyatt
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